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  Academic Calendar  2011-12

 Tele-BEARS Begins April 11 Monday

 Fee Payment Due August 15 Monday

 Fall Semester Begins August 18 Thursday

 Welcome Events August 22-26 Monday-Friday

  Instruction Begins August 25 Thursday

 Labor Day Holiday September 5 Monday

 Homecoming October 14-16 Friday-Sunday

 Veterans Day Holiday November 11 Friday

 Thanksgiving Holiday November 24-25 Thursday-Friday

 Formal Classes End December 2 Friday

 Reading/Review/Recitation Week December 5-9 Monday-Friday

 Instruction Ends December 9 Friday 

 Final Examinations December 12-16 Monday-Friday

 Fall Semester Ends December 16 Friday

 Winter Holiday December 26-27 Monday-Tuesday

 New Year’s Holiday December 29-30 Thursday-Friday 

 Tele-BEARS Begins October 17, 2011 Monday

 Spring Semester Begins January 10 Tuesday

 Fee Payment Due January 15 Sunday

 Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday January 16 Monday

 Instruction Begins January 17 Tuesday

 Presidents’ Day Holiday February 20 Monday

 Spring Recess March 26-30 Monday-Friday

 César Chávez Holiday March 30 Friday

 Cal Day April 21 Saturday

 Formal Classes End April 27 Friday

 Reading/Review/Recitation Week April 30-May 4 Monday-Friday

 Instruction Ends May 4 Friday

 Final Examinations May 7-11 Monday-Friday

 Spring Semester Ends May 11 Friday 

 Tele-BEARS Begins February 6 Monday

 First Six-Week Session May 21-June 29 Monday-Friday

 Memorial Day Holiday May 28 Monday

 Ten-Week Session June 4-August 10 Monday-Friday

 Eight-Week Session June 18-August 10 Monday-Friday

 Independence Day Holiday July 4 Monday

 Second Six-Week Session July 2-August 10 Monday-Friday

 Three-Week Session July 23-August 10 Monday-Friday

Fall Semester 2011

Summer Sessions 2012

Spring Semester 2012
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From the Dean

This is truly an amazing time to be an engineer. Science and technology 
have an impact on nearly every facet of our daily lives — how we  
communicate, travel, obtain information, protect and preserve our 
environment, improve our health, build and protect our cities, and 
solve many of today’s most pressing problems. UC Berkeley’s College 
of Engineering prepares students to meet these challenges as leaders, 
with creativity and innovation. 

The engineering programs described within these pages offer a solid 
foundation in mathematics and science to prepare students for special-
ization in one of our engineering departments or interdisciplinary  
programs. In addition, the engineering curricula call for study in the 
humanities and social sciences, to give students the well-rounded 
background needed to contribute to our increasingly complex and  
multifaceted society.

Our engineering student organizations, a vital part of the College,  
also offer many opportunities to develop the communication and  
leadership skills that are essential in all aspects of a well-rounded  
professional career. 

This announcement — read in conjunction with the General Catalog 
and the College of Engineering web site — explains procedures and 
outlines courses of study in the College. I urge you to seek out all that 
the College and University have to offer — courses, special seminars 
and lectures, alumni events, and the breadth of cultural activities  
hosted by the Berkeley campus. This will enrich your years at Berkeley 
and your preparation for a rewarding career in engineering.

S. Shankar Sastry  
Dean, College of Engineering 
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About the College of 
Engineering
UC Berkeley Engineering is a community that 
is dedicated to creating tomorrow’s leaders 
and supporting today’s pioneers. Students and 
researchers from around the world are drawn 
to Berkeley by its outstanding reputation, 
its internationally recognized faculty, and 
its strong tradition of impact in research and 
teaching.

Earlier Berkeley engineers brought water 
to California’s great agricultural lands, 
pioneered the microelectronics that seeded 
Silicon Valley, and helped build the 
unbuildable in structures like Hoover Dam 
and the Golden Gate Bridge. Today, Berkeley 
engineers in every field remain at the center 
of technological innovation worldwide.  

Choosing Engineering
Engineers are problem solvers. Drawing on 
a solid foundation in math and the sciences, 
engineers develop efficient ways to improve 
our quality of life. And when technological 
progress creates adverse side effects, 
engineers work to remedy them.  
 
Is Engineering for You?  
If you see yourself as a designer or builder 
— whether of structures, machines, electrical 
circuits, or systems of operation — then  
engineering may be right for you. 

If you would like to work as a manager 
or administrator of a technical enterprise, 
an engineering degree could be the best 
background to meet your goals. 

If you imagine yourself as a researcher 
in a technical field, then an education in 
engineering or one of the physical sciences 
may be your right choice. Most engineering 
research is directed toward a specific 
objective, applying science to meet a human 
need. It is most often a team effort, involving 
people with engineering, science, business, 
and other backgrounds.  
 
An Engineering Education. As rapidly as 
technology evolves, engineering evolves a 
step ahead, incorporating new knowledge and 
emerging technologies. Engineering today 
is broadly interdisciplinary; solving today’s 
challenges requires engineers from many 
disciplines working together with experts in 
such fields as business, biology, medicine, 
public policy, and economics. 

Engineering:  
The Berkeley Equation
UC Berkeley engineering students are not only 
taught by leading engineers, they benefit from 
top faculty in every field and the resources of 
one of the world’s great intellectual centers.  
In the latest survey by the National Research 
Council, 48 of Berkeley’s 52 ranked Ph.D. 
programs placed within a top-10 range, more 
than any other university, public or private.

Berkeley is not your typical place, and there 
are no typical Berkeley students. They are 
musicians, politicians, athletes, scientists, 
writers — bound together simply by their 
passion for learning. Students hail from every 
region in California, each state in the union 
and over 100 countries, and represent all 
backgrounds.

On any given day at Berkeley, one could 
find themselves in a classroom being taught 
by a Nobel laureate, at a free concert by a 
local independent rock band, an information 
session for the Concrete Canoe Team, a 
football game with over 75,000 California 
Golden Bears (Cal) fans, or shopping on 
world famous Telegraph Avenue. 

When in Berkeley...
Sheltered by rolling hills and the San 
Francisco Bay, Berkeley is a vibrant and 
spirited city of surpassing richness. The 
University, the City of Berkeley, and the 
San Francisco Bay Area combine to form an 
extraordinary environment for all types of 
educational, artistic, and recreational pursuits. 

Coffeehouses, bookstores, and vendors line 
the streets near campus, and lecturers, artists 
and performers from around the world make 
sure to visit UC Berkeley. 

If you want to head into San Francisco, a city 
full of cultural and recreational opportunities, 
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) is just a few 
blocks away in downtown Berkeley. Scenic 
Napa Valley, just one hour’s drive north of 
Berkeley, produces some of the best wines in 
the country. Regardless of what you choose to 
do, you won’t find a more temperate climate 
or a more beautiful setting.

  

Historic Hearst Memorial Mining 
Building, ornamented with suspended 
foam balls installed by artist J. Ignacio  
Díaz de Rábago and a team of  
interdisciplinary Berkeley students

t
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Engineering Student 
Services (ESS)
Engineering Student Services (ESS) provides 
comprehensive services in all matters 
pertaining to undergraduate engineering 
students, including academic enrichment and 
broadening participation.

Student Activities and Support 
Services

Advising and Academic Support 

Each undergraduate in the College of 
Engineering is assigned both an Engineering 
Student Services adviser and a faculty adviser 
at the time of admission. As appropriate, 
students will continue with these advisers 
throughout their undergraduate careers. 
Engineering Student Services Advisers 
guide students in regards to academic 
requirements, clarify academic policies and 
provide assistance with academic issues/
problems. Faculty advisers serve as academic 
and professional mentors and aid in long-
term course planning, locating research 
opportunities, and finding information 
regarding their respective fields.

Academic departments also have advisers 
to help students learn more about programs, 
facilities, and research, and point students 
toward appropriate faculty contacts.

A wide selection of tutoring and additional 
support services are available at the University, 
College, and departmental levels, including 
alumni mentorships, peer advising, and other 
student group programs that provide 
mentoring and tutoring.

Graduate students should consult their  
department for information on support and 
advising services.

Student Involvement

An engineering education at Berkeley 
does not begin and end in the classroom. 
Active participation in student organizations 
enhances and broadens a student’s experience 
and provides opportunities to integrate 
material learned in the classroom with a 
chance to develop character and leadership 
skills. Through professional societies, 
campus groups, award-winning competitive 
engineering teams, and publications, students 
are encouraged to explore engineering and 
its implication with their peers, faculty, and 
practicing engineers.

Engineering Libraries

The 22,000-square-foot Kresge Engineering 
Library provides 250 stations for reading 
or studying, access to the campus wireless 
network, and an array of electronic 
information resources. The library’s 
collection includes approximately 256,000 
volumes, over 2,700 engineering journals 
in electronic and/or print format, thousands 
of electronic books in engineering, and over 
730,000 technical reports.

In addition to the Kresge Engineering 
Library, the College is served by three 
specialized libraries: the Water Resources 
Center Archives, Earthquake Engineering 
Research Center Library, and Harmer E. 
Davis Transportation Library.

Student Center

The Stephen D. Bechtel Engineering Center 
is the intellectual and social hub of the 
College. The center houses the Kresge 
Engineering Library, Engineering Student 
Services and the Sibley Auditorium of the 
Bechtel Center accommodates large audiences 
for visiting speakers, and conference rooms 
provide places where students can meet 
with professional engineers and alumni. In 
addition, the center houses the offices of 
student organizations and adjoining lounges 
for informal student activities.

Academic Enrichment 
Opportunities

Undergraduate Research

Undergraduate research plays an important 
role in the educational experience and 
provides practical skills for future 
employment and graduate school. 
Engineering students have a wide range of 
opportunities throughout the College and 
University to participate in groundbreaking 
research with faculty and graduate students. 

Freshman and Sophomore Seminars 

The College of Engineering provides a 
number of introductory courses of interest to 
freshmen and sophomores. These courses are 
generally not in the required programs but 
are for enrichment, orientation to the College 
and major, and guidance in the profession. 
They provide an unparalleled opportunity for 
faculty members and small groups of lower 
division students to explore a scholarly topic 
of mutual interest together.

College of Engineering 
Student Information  
Online Resources
For more information on programs and 
resources narrated in this section, please 
see the following web sites:

Engineering Student Services Office
coe.berkeley.edu/students

Academic Advising and Support:
coe.berkeley.edu/advising

Student Involvement:
coe.berkeley.edu/student-involvement

Kresge Engineering Library:
lib.berkeley.edu/ENGI

Undergraduate Research: 
coe.berkeley.edu/student-research

Freshman and Sophomore Seminars:
fss.berkeley.edu 

Continuing Education:
extension.berkeley.edu 

Broadening Participation to 
Leadership and Academic Excellence 
(MEP, GrAD, WEP, SUPERB):
coe.berkeley.edu/bpi 

Alumni Relations:
coe.berkeley.edu/alumni

Supporting the College:
coe.berkeley.edu/support-the-college

Other Student Information  
Web Sites
Campus Life and Leadership:
cll.berkeley.edu 

Career Center:
career.berkeley.edu

Financial Aid:
financialaid.berkeley.edu

Housing and Dining Services:
housing.berkeley.edu

University Health Services:
uhs.berkeley.edu

Opportunities and
Services
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Continuing Education

UC Berkeley Extension provides a broad 
range of technical courses for engineers, 
engineering managers, environmental 
management personnel, and engineering-
oriented personnel in related fields who are 
interested in updating their knowledge in 
their own field or in exploring other areas of 
engineering. The most recent advances and 
newest technologies are covered in intensive 
short courses, evening classes, online courses, 
and lecture series in fields ranging from 
construction management .

Broadening Participation to 
Leadership and Academic 
Excellence

Multicultural Engineering Program 
(MEP)

The objective of the Multicultural 
Engineering Program is to increase the 
number of underrepresented students who 
enroll and graduate with bachelor’s degrees 
in engineering from Berkeley. MEP provides 
outreach and recruitment activities; an 
academic enrichment summer program; 
counseling and advising; academic support 
(i.e., workshops, individual and group 
tutoring); and information on financial 
assistance, research opportunities, and 
graduate school.

Graduate Academic Diversity (GrAD) 
Program 

The Graduate Academic Diversity Program 
(GrAD) provides support services for 
prospective and current students in the 
College of Engineering. It advises applicants 
on opportunities in the College, the graduate 
admissions process, fellowships, and 
academic support services of the College and 
the Berkeley campus, and it provides a forum 
for ideas and programs designed to enhance 
the educational experience and broaden 
participation of underrepresented engineering 
students.

Women in Engineering Program 
(WEP)

The mission of the Women in Engineering 
Program (WEP) is to support all students 
to achieve their full potential in careers as 
engineers and leaders and to call greater 
attention to the contributions of women in 
engineering. WEP provides academic support 
and programming, such as pre-admissions 
advising, tutoring, and graduate school 
advising.

Summer Undergraduate Program 
in Engineering Research at Berkeley 
(SUPERB)

SUPERB offers outstanding underrepresented 
students and students who have been 
educationally or economically disadvantaged 
the opportunity to gain research experience 
by participating in eight-week summer 
research projects with engineering faculty and 
graduate students.

Alumni and Support for 
the College of Engineering
Berkeley Engineering Events & 
Programs

Every student graduating from the College 
of Engineering or in chemical engineering 
belongs to the Berkeley Engineering 
family. The College’s events and programs 
department hosts a number of social and 
professional development events for students 
throughout the year to help them connect with 
each other, meet alumni mentors, and prepare 
for their careers. Events include:

•	 Engineering	Career	Portfolio	showcasing	
alumni speakers with advice on résumé 
writing, preparing for job interviews, and 
more

•	 New	student	orientation

•	 Homecoming	activities	for	students,	par-
ents, and alumni

•	 Feed	the	Bears	snack	breaks	during	finals	
week

•	 Cal	Day	tours,	lectures,	and	lab	tours	for	
new incoming students

•	 Commencement

• And much more!

Support for the College

Through gifts to the Berkeley Engineering 
Annual Fund, alumni, parents, friends, 
faculty, and students help ensure the 
College’s continued excellence as one of the 
premier engineering educational and research 
institutions in the world. The Annual Fund 
supports a number of initiatives intended 
to enhance a student’s experience while at 
Berkeley Engineering, such as:

•	Undergraduate	research	opportunities

•	Start-up	funding	to	attract	and	hire	talented	
new professors

•	Innovative	student	leadership	projects	like	
the concrete canoe team

•	BEAR	social	and	professional	development	
events

•	Forefront, the college’s magazine highlight-
ing research and student accomplishment

•	Center	for	Entrepreneurship	and	Technology
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Admission and Degree 
Requirements

Undergraduate Programs
Students in the College of Engineering at 
Berkeley may elect one of the curricula listed 
below. Each is four years in length and leads 
to the Bachelor of Science degree.* 

Bioengineering3

Civil Engineering1

Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Sciences
Electrical and Computer Engineering1 
Computer Science and Engineering 2 

Engineering Science3

Engineering Mathematics and Statistics
Engineering Physics
Environmental Engineering Science

Industrial Engineering and Operations 
Research1

Materials Science and Engineering1

Mechanical Engineering1

Nuclear Engineering1

Joint Majors3

Bioengineering and Materials Science and 
Engineering

Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences 
and Materials Science and Engineering

Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Sciences and Nuclear Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering and 
Mechanical Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering and 
Nuclear Engineering

Mechanical Engineering and Nuclear 
Engineering

___

Chemical Engineering and Materials Science 
and Engineering

Chemical Engineering and Nuclear 
Engineering

(Chemical Engineering and the Chemical 
Engineering joint major programs are offered 
through the College of Chemistry and are 
described in detail in the Announcement of 
the College of Chemistry.)

Undergraduate Minors
Bioengineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Environmental Engineering (Civil and  
 Environmental Engineering)
Geoengineering (Civil and Environmental 
Engineering)
Industrial Engineering and Operations  
 Research
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Structural Engineering (Civil and  
 Environmental Engineering)

Admission

Admission to Undergraduate Programs

The College of Engineering admits students 
at the freshman and junior-transfer levels.  

All applications are administered by the 
University’s Office of Undergraduate 
Admission. See the General Catalog or 
visit the admissions Web site for details on 
requirements and the application process. 

Additional information for prospective 
College of Engineering applicants may be 
found on the College’s Prospective Students 
web page.

*In addition to the majors listed, freshman applicants may apply 
to the Engineering — Undeclared option. This option is designed 
for students with a strong background and interest in mathemat-
ics and physics who have not yet identified a specialization 
within engineering. After completing the Engineering —  
Undeclared curriculum, the student must transfer into a degree 
program for the final two years. For more information, see the 
Engineering — Undeclared section of this announcement. 
 
1These B.S. programs are accredited by the Engineering 
Accreditation Commission of the ABET, Inc., 111 Market 
Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-4012; telephone (410) 
347-7700. 
 
2This B.S. program is accredited by the Computing 
Accreditation Commission of ABET, Inc., 111 Market Place, 
Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-4012; telephone (410) 
347-7700. 
 
3This program is not accredited by the Engineering 
Accreditation Commission or Computing Accreditation 
Commission of the ABET, Inc.

Undergraduate Admission 
and Degree Requirements 
Online Resources:
For more information on the topics in 
this section, please see the following 
web sites:

UC Berkeley General Catalog:
catalog.berkeley.edu

Office of Undergraduate Admissions:
admissions.berkeley.edu

College of Engineering  
Prospective Students: 
coe.berkeley.edu/prospective- 
students

Transfer Admission Program 
Requirements/Course Articulation:
assist.org

Undergraduate Student Advising:
coe.berkeley.edu/advising

Humanities/Social Studies (H/SS)
Requirement: 
coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq

Undergraduate Handbook: 
coe.berkeley.edu/undergradhandbook

Admission to Joint Major Programs

Freshman Admits. Students admitted to 
the College of Engineering as freshmen 
may apply to a joint major once they have 
completed two semesters at U.C. Berkeley. 
Historically, students need a GPA of 3.0 
or higher to be admitted to a joint major 
program.  (Students in the Engineering 
Undeclared program are eligible to declare 
a joint major if they have a GPA of at least 
2.0 and are in good academic standing.) 
Engineering students considering a joint 
major are advised to meet with their adviser 
in Engineering Student Services to learn more 
about the process. See coe.berkeley.edu/joint-
majors for more information. 

Junior Transfer Applicants. Junior transfer 
applicants may apply directly to one of the 
joint major programs. Transfer students 
interested in a joint major should carefully 
review the specific graduation requirements 
for the program before submitting their 
application. See the College’s Prospective 
Students web page for more details on transfer 
admission and requirements. 

Chemical Engineering Joint Majors. The 
joint majors with Chemical Engineering are 
administered by the College of Chemistry. 
College of Engineering students and transfer 
applicants interested in a joint major with 
Chemical Engineering must apply to the 
College of Chemistry.

Admission to Minor Programs

Admission to minors programs is 
administered by the respective department. 
See the “Academic Departments and 
Program” section of this announcement or the 
department web site for more information.

Admission from another college at  
UC Berkeley

Students who have completed two semesters 
of coursework at UC Berkeley may petition 
to transfer to the College of Engineering 
from another college on campus. Admission 
is competitive. Applications are reviewed 
twice a year (March and October). Interested 
students should review the information on 
change of college available at coe.berkeley.edu/
prospective-students.

Admission as a Second Bachelor’s 
Degree candidate  

Because of the high volume of applications 
from first-time degree seeking students, 
the College of Engineering does not admit 
students for the purpose of earning a second 
bachelor’s degree.

Readmission

Continuing students who are eligible to 
attend the following semester but fail to do 
so are required to apply for readmission to 
the University for any future semester that 
they wish to attend. Students who are granted 
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withdrawal are also required to apply for 
readmission in order to resume study in a 
future semester.

Students who withdrew after the first eight 
weeks of classes and before the end of the 
semester are not eligible for readmission until 
one year from the beginning of the semester 
in which the withdrawal was granted.

Readmission is not guaranteed and is based 
upon the students’ academic record at the 
time of withdrawal and upon any course 
work taken during their absence from UC 
Berkeley. Students whose records are not 
satisfactory should not expect to be readmitted. 
Classes taken for the purpose of readmission 
must be approved by Engineering Student 
Services before a student takes the courses. 
An academic plan indicating courses expected 
to be taken and places of attendance must 
be submitted to the appropriate Engineering 
Student Services Adviser.

Students returning to the University after an 
absence must meet the requirements of their 
degree program in effect at the time they 
are readmitted. If students have attended 
other institutions during their absence from 
the University, they must submit an official 
transcript of record from each college.

Students who wish to apply for readmission 
after dismissal must meet with their 
Engineering Student Services adviser.

General Degree Requirements
Engineering students must fulfill University 
of California, Berkeley campus and the 
College of Engineering requirements to 
graduate.

University Requirements
Students must complete the general 
University requirements of Entry-Level 
Writing (formerly Subject A) and American 
History and Institutions discussed in the 
General Catalog.

Berkeley Campus Requirements
The Berkeley campus American Cultures 
Breadth requirement is satisfied by passing 
an approved course that is integrative and 
comparative and addresses theoretical and 
analytical issues relevant to understanding 
race, culture and ethnicity in American 
history and society. See the General Catalog 
for more information.

College of Engineering Requirements
Students in the College of Engineering 
must complete 120 semester units with the 
following provisions:

(1) Completion of the requirements of one 
program of study.

(2) A minimum overall grade point average 
of 2.000 (C average) and a minimum 2.000 
grade point average in upper division 
technical course work required of their major.

(3) The final 30 units are completed in 
residence in the College of Engineering on the 
Berkeley campus in two consecutive semesters.

Humanities and Social Studies. To promote 
a well-rounded education with foundations 
in the liberal arts, the College has established 
a humanities and social studies requirement. 
The skills learned in the humanities and 
social studies supply students with additional 
tools to help them succeed in their intended 
engineering fields. 

The requirement includes two approved reading 
and composition courses and four additional 
approved courses, with which a number of 
specific conditions must be satisfied. See coe.
berkeley.edu/hssreq for complete details and a 
list of approved courses.  

Academic Rules and Regulations

Absence from the University. Students 
returning after an absence from the 
University must meet the current curriculum 
requirements at the time of readmission. See 
the Admission section for more information.

Scholarship Requirements. (1) Students are 
subject to dismissal if they (a) do not have a 
minimum C average for all work undertaken 
at the University; (b) do not obtain a 
minimum C average in each semester. 

(2) Students must have a minimum C average 
in all upper division technical courses 
required in the major curriculum in order to 
obtain the bachelor’s degree.

Passed/Not Passed Grades. Students in 
good standing may undertake certain elective 
courses on a passed/not passed basis. These 
courses are not included in determining 
grade point average. No technical courses 
(mathematics, science or engineering) may 
be taken on a passed/not passed basis. No 
more than 1/3 of a student’s total units at UC 
Berkeley may be taken passed/not passed. 
There is no limit in any one semester on the 
number of units that can be taken passed/not 
passed. 

Upper Division. Students are expected to 
complete the lower division program before 
enrolling in upper division engineering courses. 
Exceptions may be made if the lower division 
deficiency is not a prerequisite to the intended 
upper division course and if the lower division 
program is being completed expeditiously. 

Normal Progress. Students in the College 
of Engineering must — except for reasons 
of health or outside employment — enroll 
in a full-time program and make normal 
progress toward the bachelor’s degree. The 
continued enrollment of students who fail to 
achieve minimum academic progress shall be 
subject to the approval of the dean. To achieve 
minimum academic progress, two criteria 
must be met:

(1) Students must have successfully completed 
a number of units no fewer than 15 times the 
number of semesters less one, in which they 

have been enrolled on the Berkeley campus. 
Summer Sessions will not be counted as a 
semester.

(2) Students’ study lists must contain at least 
12 units of credit in any term. Students’ 
programs must receive the approval of the 
faculty adviser and must include at least 
two technical courses related to the chosen 
curriculum. Students are responsible for 
planning and satisfactorily completing 
graduation requirements and should 
follow, as closely as possible, the curricular 
recommendations given on the succeeding 
pages. Program deviations should be discussed 
with the faculty adviser. 

In all cases, students desiring to take more than 
20.5 units or fewer than 12 units per semester 
must have prior approval of the dean.

The minimum unit requirement for the 
bachelor’s degree is 120 semester units, 
within which the student is expected to satisfy 
graduation requirements.

Entering freshmen are allowed eight semesters 
to graduate, and entering junior transfers are 
allowed four semesters to graduate. If a student 
has been making normal progress each year and 
for reasons beyond their control needs an extra 
semester to graduate, he/she must petition to do 
so. If an extra semester is granted, the student 
will be required to enroll in at least 12 units in 
that extra semester.

Honors. (1) Honors to Date. Students must 
have completed a minimum of 12 units 
undertaken for letter grades on the Berkeley 
campus to be considered for the award of 
semester honors. To qualify for this award, 
students must achieve a grade point average 
equal to or greater than the grade point average 
as determined for the College by the method 
outlined below. This honor is noted on the 
student’s transcript.

(2) Honors in General Scholarship at 
Graduation. To be eligible for honors in general 
scholarship at graduation, students must have: 
(a) completed at the University of California a 
minimum of 50 semester units, of which at least 
43 units must be undertaken for a letter grade; 
for those students who complete more than 50 
units at the University of California, the limit of 
passed/not passed units is one-third of the total 
units undertaken and passed on the Berkeley 
campus at the time the degree is awarded; units 
completed in an Education Abroad Program, 
or on another University of California campus 
by an undergraduate in an Intercampus Visitor 
Program, are considered Berkeley work for 
the purpose of this regulation (204-A); (b) 
completed a minimum of 30 units on the 
Berkeley campus; and (c) achieved a grade 
point average ranking in the College as follows:

•	Top 3 percent, highest honors
•	Next 7 percent, high honors 
•	Next	10	percent,	honors
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Attendees of the College of Engineering New 
Student Orientation watch future classmates 
learn to juggle the many tasks involved in 
college life, each represented by a balloon, in 
an activity entitled “High School Is Over.”   
 

t

At the end of each academic year, the Office 
of the Registrar determines for the College 
the minimum grade point averages of the top 
3 percent, the next 7 percent, and the next 10 
percent of the students graduating in that year. 
These grade point averages serve the College 
as minimal criteria for honors during the next 
academic year. Students should consult the 
Engineering Student Services Office to learn 
the minimum grade point averages in effect for 
the current academic year.



The Management of Technology (MOT) 
Certificate Program was established in 1987 
as a research and teaching program that 
seeks to bring together faculty and students 
to address critical technology management 
issues. The certificate program is open to 
all graduate students enrolled in the Haas 
School of Business, College of Engineering, 
or other departments, and it allows students 
to specialize in the management of technol-
ogy as they obtain their degrees. There is no 
separate admissions process for the MOT 
program. Once enrolled, students are eligible 
to take courses leading to a Certificate in 
Management of Technology. For informa-
tion, contact the Management of Technology 
Certificate Program, 130 Blum Hall, 
University of California, Berkeley; Berkeley 
CA 94720-1758; telephone: (510) 642-4205; 
email: motadmin@haas.berkeley.edu; web site: 
mot.berkeley.edu.

Admission
Students admitted by the Graduate Division of 
the University to graduate study in engineering, 
including those interested in multidisciplinary 
programs, must be accepted by one of the 
engineering departments. Students must state 
on the admission application the department 
and the program of study they desire.

Application for Admission. All necessary 
applications and information on graduate 
programs and department application 
deadlines are available at the department 
of interest. Prospective graduate students 
wishing to participate in an interdisciplinary 
program should apply for admission to 
one of the departments of the College or 
to the Graduate Group in Applied Science 
and Technology or the Joint UCSF/
UCB Graduate Group in Bioengineering. 
Students with an interest in Management 
and Technology may apply to Business 
Administration. See the General Catalog, 
the Graduate Division and your department 
of interest for details on admission 
requirements, deadlines, and financial 
support.

Graduate Student Instructorships and 
Graduate Student Researchships. Graduate 
student instructorships (GSIs) and graduate 
student researchships (GSRs) are available to 
qualified graduate students. Graduate student 
instructors and researchers must carry a 
study program of at least 12 units. Students 
interested in these positions should indicate 
this in the department admission application.

Requirements for  
Higher Degrees
For information on degree requirements and 
regulations, see the Graduate Division’s Guide 
to Graduate Policy. Requirements and regula-
tions specific to the College of Engineering 
can be found in College’s companion publica-
tion, Guide to Graduate Program Rules and 
Regulations.

Graduate Programs
The principal objectives of graduate study in 
engineering are:

(1) To provide students with the scientific and 
professional knowledge necessary for their 
fields of interest.

(2) To develop students’ abilities to formulate 
solutions to new and complex problems in 
their fields in the context of current economic, 
sociological, and environmental considerations.

These objectives are accomplished by  
providing flexible programs of study designed 
to meet individual student needs.

Programs
The College offers programs of study in   
seven departments:

•	Bioengineering
•	Civil and Environmental Engineering
•	Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Sciences
•	Industrial Engineering and Operations 
Research
•	Materials Science and Engineering
•	Mechanical Engineering
•	Nuclear	Engineering

In addition to the departmental majors, the 
College offers two interdisciplinary programs 
leading to the following degrees:

•	Ph.D.	degree	in	applied	science	and	 
technology.

•	Ph.D.	degree	in	bioengineering,	a	joint	
degree program with the University of 
California, San Francisco.

Concurrent degree programs that provide a 
broad integrated curriculum between two  
disciplines are:

•	Architecture,	M.Arch.	—	Civil	and	
Environmental Engineering (Structural), M.S.

•	City	and	Regional	Planning,	M.C.P.	—	 
Civil and Environmental Engineering  
(Transportation), M.S.

•	Public	Policy,	M.P.P.	—	various	
Engineering, M.S.

Interdisciplinary Programs
The College also offers a number of 
interdisciplinary programs in which graduate 
study is related to the work of faculty in more 
than one engineering department and may 
include faculty and students from other areas 
of the University. These programs relate the 
application of technical, social, and economic 
knowledge to the analysis and solution of 
engineering problems. The following graduate 
interdisciplinary programs are available. 
Interested applicants should contact the 
department/unit indicated with the program: 
applied science and technology (College 
of Engineering); computational science 
and engineering (College of Engineering); 
environmental (Civil and Environmental 
Engineering); engineering and business 
administration (Mechanical Engineering 
or Business Administration); nanoscale 
science and engineering (Nanoscale Science 
and Engineering Graduate Group, Applied 
Science and Technology, Materials Science 
and Engineering, et al.); plasmas (Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences); robotics 
and manufacturing (Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Sciences or Mechanical 
Engineering); rock mechanics (Civil and 
Environmental Engineering or Mechanical 
Engineering); surface and subsurface 
hydrology (Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Materials Science and 
Engineering, or Mechanical Engineering).

College Certificate Programs
• Intelligent Transportation Systems — 
being established jointly by the Departments 
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, and Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences. This 
certificate is not issued by the University of 
California, Berkeley.

• Logistics — offered jointly by the 
Departments of Industrial Engineering 
and Operations Research and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering (see pages 19 
and 31). This certificate is not issued by the 
University of California, Berkeley.

• Energy and Business for Sustainability — 
offered in conjunction with the Haas School 
of Business, Energy and Resources Group, 
Goldman School of Public Policy, College 
of Natural Resources, and School of Public 
Health. It is the first certificate program 
approved at the highest campus level.

• Management of Technology (MOT) 
— jointly sponsored by the College, the 
Haas School of Business, and the School of 
Information. This certificate is not issued by 
the University of California, Berkeley.

Graduate Admission  
and Degree Requirements 
Online Resources
For more information on the topics in 
this section, please see the following 
web sites:

UC Berkeley General Catalog:
catalog.berkeley.edu

Graduate Division (Admission, 
Financial Aid, Academic Policies):
grad.berkeley.edu 

Guide to Graduate Policy  
(Graduate Division):
grad.berkeley.edu/policies/guide.shtml 

Guide to Graduate Program Rules 
and Regulations  
(College of Engineering):
coe.berkeley.edu/graduate-guide

Graduate Program
s
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ics in an engineering approach to biological 
systems. The undergraduate curriculum is 
designed to ensure that students will be well 
grounded in the fundamental principles and 
methods of engineering, as well as in integra-
tive and molecular biology. There are further 
opportunities for specialization in advanced 
areas of both engineering and biology, includ-
ing laboratory and clinical components. 
Bioengineering graduates may enter indus-
try, go on to medical school, and/or pursue 
graduate studies in bioengineering and related 
disciplines.

Bioengineering Minor 

The department offers a minor in bioengineer-
ing that is open to all students not majoring 
in bioengineering who have completed the 
necessary prerequisites for the minor require-
ments. Information is available in the Student 
Services Office, 306 Stanley Hall. 

Joint Major Program in 
Bioengineering and Materials Science 
and Engineering 

The department offers a joint major program 
with the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering. See the “Joint Majors” section 
of this announcement for a detailed descrip-
tion and curriculum.

Graduate Study 
The Ph.D. and Master’s Degree in bioengi-
neering are jointly offered by UC Berkeley 
and UC San Francisco (UCSF). 

The Joint Graduate Group in Bioengineering 
is an interdisciplinary program that combines 
the resources in biomedical sciences at UCSF 
with the excellence in engineering, physical, 
and life sciences at UC Berkeley. With over 
140 faculty members from many departments 
on the two campuses, our program offers 
unmatched graduate training opportunities in 
bioengineering. Students in the program may 
take courses and perform research on either 
or both campuses. 

Students with a B.A. or B.S. degree in engi-
neering, biology, or other related fields are 
eligible for admission. Students can obtain 
additional information and application materi-
als by contacting the Bioengineering Graduate 
Program, Department of Bioengineering, 
306 Stanley Hall, University of California, 
Berkeley; Berkeley, CA, 94720-1762; (510) 
642-9931; bioegrad.berkeley.edu. 

Facilities 

Laboratory research is an important compo-
nent of the bioengineering educational pro-
gram. Numerous undergraduate and graduate 
research opportunities are made possible in 
laboratory facilities located at the Berkeley 
campus, the UCSF campus, and Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). 

Academic Departments  
and Programs

Bioengineering
306 Stanley Hall #1762 
(510) 642-5833
bioeng.berkeley.edu
Chair: Matthew Tirrell, Ph.D.

Department Overview  
Established in 1998, the Department of 
Bioengineering at UC Berkeley applies engi-
neering principles and practices to living 
things, integrating biological and medical 
sciences with advanced technology to help 
people live longer and healthier lives. 

No other field fulfills the potential for inter-
disciplinary research and education more than 
bioengineering. Our work is concentrated on 
high-impact applications in molecular and 
cellular engineering that will bring about 
major advances in medicine and the life sci-
ences. We anticipate future breakthroughs 
ranging from the design of drugs customized 
to an individual’s genome to tiny implant-
able drug delivery devices, to software and 
components that allow researchers to design 
bacteria like electronic circuits. 

Research efforts in the Department of 
Bioengineering are organized around five 
focus areas: Cell and Tissue Engineering, 
Biomaterials and Nanotechnology, 
Bioinstrumentation, Computational Biology, 
and Systems and Synthetic Biology. The 
department offers students the opportunity 
to work with outstanding faculty in these 
areas, plus the freedom to pursue studies with 
world-class faculty in related areas of inter-
est. This unique environment for learning 
and research in a rapidly growing discipline 
provides dedicated students with the founda-
tion required to become leaders in the field of 
bioengineering. 

The Department of Bioengineering at UC 
Berkeley is supported by exceptional faculty, 
strong ties to other departments on campus, 
and close collaborations with other institu-
tions like UC San Francisco and Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory. We continue 
to expand our department with new faculty, 
staff, facilities, and research programs, and 
we are coordinating a broad range of bioengi-
neering-related activities currently underway 
on campus. 

Undergraduate Program 
The multidisciplinary undergraduate major 
in bioengineering is intended for academi-
cally strong students who excel in the physi-
cal sciences, mathematics, and biology. It 
offers students an opportunity to learn how 
to apply the physical sciences and mathemat-

Bioengineering

Sutardja Dai Hall houses the Center for 
Information Technology Research in the 
Interest of Society (CITRIS), dedicated 
to creating information technology solu-
tions for the world’s most pressing social, 
environmental, and health care problems.

t



14 Most core bioengineering faculty have labora-
tories in Stanley Hall (see page 45 for photo), 
an interdisciplinary science and engineering 
building recently completed at Berkeley. 
Bioengineering students have access to 
a number of specialized laboratories that 
reflect the breadth of research activities in the 
department, either in Stanley Hall or other 
buildings in close proximity on the Berkeley 
campus. 

Bioengineering Professor Steve Connolly 
congratulates a recent graduate during the 
May commencement ceremonies. Engineering 
faculty in all departments work closely with 
both undergraduate and graduate students in 
research and career and course planning.

t

Curriculum Electives Lists

When planning your program, please note 
that your are required to include the follow-
ing:
(a) 42 units of upper-division coursework 
in technical subjects such as engineering, 
chemistry, physics, integrative biology, 
molecular and cell biology, mathematics, 
or statistics. Of these units, at least 22 must 
be in bioengineering. The 42 units must be 
from the bioengineering core curriculum 
(excluding BioE 100) or the Curriculum 
Electives Lists. 
(b) 45 units of engineering (upper or lower 
division). These units must be from courses 
that appear on the Bioengineering Topics or 
Engineering Topics lists.

Bioengineering Fundamentals:  
BioE 101, 102, 104, 110, 116, 131, 150

Bioengineering Topics:  
BioE 22 and 22L, 101, 102, 104, C105B, 110, 
111, 112, 113, 115, 116, C117, C118, C119, 
121, 121L, C125, 131, 132, 135, C136L, 
C140L, C141, 142, 143, C144, C144L, 
C145L, C145M, C146, 150, 151, 163, 164, 
C165, 168L, 190A-H. 

Engineering Topics:  
BioE 192, H194, 196; Chem E 140, 141, 
150A, 150B, 170A, 170B, 170L, 171, C178; 
CE C30; CE 130N; CS 61A, 61B or 61BL, 
170, 186, C191; E 7, 45, 115, 170; EE 20N, 
40, 100, 105, 117, 120, 126, 129, 142, 143, 
192; IEOR 162; ME C85, 102B, 104, 106, 
109, 118, 119, 128, 132, 133, 167, 185; MSE 
102, 104, 111, 113, 151; NE 101, 107, 170B. 
Also includes any course from the BioE 
Topics list.

Technical Electives:  
Biology 1B; Chemistry 3B, 120A, 120B, 
C130, 130B; CS 61B or 61BL; CS 70 (or 
Math 55); IEOR 172 (or Statistics 134); 
Math 55 (or CS 70), 110, 118, 127, 128A, 
170; MCB C100A; Nutritional Science 
and Toxicology 121; Physics 7C, 110A, 
112, 137A, 177, C191; Public Health 143; 
Statistics 133, 134 (or IEOR 172), 135, 
150. Also includes any course from the 
Bioengineering Topics, Engineering Topics, 
or Upper Division Biology lists.

Upper Division Biology:  
Integrative Biology 115, 127 and 127L, 131, 
132, 148, 163; Chemistry 135; MCB C100A, 
100B, 102, 110, 111, 130A, 132, 133L, 136, 
140, 140L, C145, C148, 150, C160/
Neuroscience C160, 160L, 166; Plant and 
Microbial Biology 185.

Bioengineering Lab Courses:  
BioE 22 and 22L, 101, 115, 121L, C136L, 
140L, C144L, C145L, C145M, 168L

Engineering / Biology Preparation:  
BioE C105B; E 45; EE 20N, 40 or 100; CS 
61B or 61BL; Chemistry 120B, C130/MCB 
C100A.

Bioengineering Design Project and Research: 
BioE 121L, 140L, 168L, 192, H194, 196

Bioengineering Ethics Content List: 
(these courses do not count toward engineering or 
upper division technical units.) 
Fulfills both Humanities/Social Studies (H/
SS) and Ethics Content: Anthropology 156B; 
BioE 100; Environmental Science, Policy, 
and Management 161, 162; Letters and 
Science 160B; Philosphy 2, 104, 107; ME 
191AC.  
Fulfills Bioengineering Ethics Content 
requirement only: Public Health 116

Bioengineering Concentrations

Students are advised to consult the 
approved concentrations to identify an 
appropriate course sequence for bioengi-
neering specialty areas.  Regular consulta-
tion with an adviser is strongly recom-
mended.
See bioeng.berkeley.edu/program/con-
centrations.php for curriculum diagrams 
for each concentration and recommended 
courses.

Biomaterials

Biomaterials can be classified as synthetic 
or natural materials intended to either aug-
ment, analyze, detect, direct, replace, repair or 
regenerate organs, tissues, or cells. 

Biomechanics

Biomechanics focuses on development and 
application of the theoretical/computational/
experimental methods of classical and statisti-
cal mechanics to biological/biomedical phe-
nomena over a range of length scales, from 
molecular to cellular to tissue or organ levels. 

Biomedical Devices

Biomedical Devices focus on the develop-
ment of new biomedical technology for life 
science research and advanced health care. 
This concentration provides training in funda-
mental aspects of cell biology and physiology 
in addition to traditional areas of mechanical 
and electrical engineering as applied to bio-
technology and medical devices. 

Cell and Tissue Engineering

Tissue engineering aims to restore and 
regenerate lost tissue and organ functions 
and to serve as an alternative to transplants 
and non-biological implants. This is a multi-
disciplinary field that integrates anatomical, 
physiological, biomechanical, and biological 
knowledge with engineering design.

Computational Bioengineering

The Computational Bioengineering concen-
tration focuses on the application of compu-
tational techniques to problems in molecular 
biology. 

Imaging

Biomedical Imaging focuses on developing 
technology and applications for life science 
research and advanced medical imaging sys-
tems. This thrust area includes the fundamen-
tals of biomedical imaging instrumentation 
and systems analysis. 

Pre-Med

Undergraduate study in bioengineering offers 
outstanding preparation for a career in mod-
ern medicine. The Bioengineering Pre-Med 
concentration enables students to take all 
courses commonly required for admission to 
medical school while completing a B.S. in 
Bioengineering. 

Synthetic Biology

Synthetic biology aims to design and build 
novel biological functions and systems by 
applying engineering design principles to 
biology. From advanced therapeutics to bio-
fuels to new materials, the applications of 
synthetic biology are diverse. However, the 
unifying question that connects these dispa-
rate problems is: how do you program the 
behavior of a cell? 



151 Chemistry 112A/B is intended for students 
majoring in chemistry or a closely related field 
and is more intensive than Chemistry 3A/3B. 
Note: Prerequisites to Chemistry 112A/B include 
Chemistry 1A and Chemistry 1B (or Chemistry 4A 
and Chemistry 4B).

2 This requirement may be completed at any time in 
the program.

3 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied. Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year. The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program. See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses. 
Consult the “Ethics Content List” on the previous 
page for courses with ethics content.

4 Pre-Med students should take Chemistry 3B and 
3BL or Chemistry 112B and Biology 1B. 

5 Select two from the Engineering/Biology 
Preparation list.

6 Choose courses from the approved Bioengineering 
Fundamentals list. 

7 Choose courses from the approved Engineering 
Topics list. 

8 Choose courses from the approved Technical 
Elective list. 

9 Choose courses from the approved Upper Division  
Biology list.

10 Choose courses from the Bioengineering Topics 
list.

11. Choose course from Bioengineering Design 
Project or Research list.

 * Program of study must include: 
(a) 42 units of upper-division coursework in 
technical subjects such as engineering, chemistry, 
physics, integrative biology, molecular and cell 
biology, mathematics, or statistics. Of these units, 
at least 22 must be in bioengineering. The 42 units 
must be from the bioengineering core curriculum 
(excluding BioE 100) or the Curriculum Electives 
lists. 

(b) 45 units of engineering (upper or lower 
division). These units must be from courses 
that appear on the Bioengineering Topics or 
Engineering Topics lists.

Students are advised to consult the approved 
concentrations to identify an appropriate course 
sequence for bioengineering specialty areas, and 
may also design their own program that meets 
with the above requirements with permission from 
their faculty adviser. Regular consultation with an 
adviser is strongly encouraged.  Recommended 
courses for each concentration can be found at 
http://bioeng.berkeley.edu/program.concentrations.
php.

Freshman Year Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL– General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis   

Chemistry 3A and 3AL – Chemical Structure and Reactivity or  - 5 
Chemistry 112A – Organic Chemistry1  

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis or    3-4 - 
BioE 10 – Introduction to Biomedicine for Engineers

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers - 4 
or CS 61A – Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Seminar: BioE 24 – Aspects of Bioengineering and/or    1 1 
BioE 25 – Careers in Biotechnology2    

Reading and Composition Course from List A3   4 -

Total    16-17 18

Sophomore Year
Biology 1A and 1AL – General Biology    - 5

Engineering/Biology Preparation5    3 3

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

 Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B,3   4 -

Total    15 12

Junior Year 

Bioengineering Fundamentals (see concentrations for recommendations)6  4 4

Engineering Topic (see concentrations for recommendations) 7  3 -

Technical Electives (see concentrations for recommendations)4,8  4 3

Upper division biology elective (see concentrations for recommendations)9  - 3

First Additional Humanities/Social Science Course2,3   3-4 -

BioE 100 – Ethics in Science and Engineering or    - 3-4 
Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Course (with Ethics Content)2,3 

Total    14-15 13-14

Senior Year

Bioengineering Lab Course    4 -

Bioengineering Topics (see concentrations for recommendations)10  4 4

Engineering Topic (see concentrations for recommendations)7   - 4

Technical Elective (see concentrations for recommendations)4,8  3 -

Bioengineering Design Project or Research11    - 4

Third and Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses2,3  3-4 3-4

Total                14-15 15-16

Undergraduate Program in Bioengineering* 120-125 Units





broad and general program or chooses an area 
of emphasis. 

Non-technical electives may fulfill the 
degree’s humanities/social studies require-
ment. (Please refer to the handout at coe.
berkeley.edu/hssreq or in 308 McLaughlin 
Hall.) Students may also take the eight units 
of credit required to earn a Certificate in 
Management of Engineering and Innovation 
offered through the College of Engineering’s 
Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology. 

Civil Engineering Minors

The department offers three minors: environ-
mental engineering, structural engineering, 
and geoengineering. These minors are open 
to all students who are not majoring in civil 
engineering and who have completed the nec-
essary prerequisites. Information is available 
in the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Student Affairs Office, 750 Davis Hall, and 
on the department web site. 

Graduate Study
The Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Department administers graduate programs 
that lead to both academic (Master of Science 
and Doctor of Philosophy) and professional 
(Master of Engineering) degrees in the major 
areas of professional specialization.  

Civil Systems

Many civil and environmental engineering 
problems involve large systems, such as 
transportation systems, environment systems, 
and metropolitan or national infrastructures, 
that operate as a network of complex and 
interrelated components. Innovative solutions 
often require a combination of domain knowl-
edge, systems analysis, new technologies, 
economics, and management science that is 
rarely found in traditional disciplines alone.  

The purpose of the Civil Systems program is 
to prepare students who can address the broad 
challenges of the future with relevant knowl-
edge and skills. Civil Systems is a multi-
disciplinary program made up of students 
with degrees in a wide range of engineering 
and science disciplines, including civil and 
environmental engineering. The guidelines 
for the Ph.D. course work and research are 
flexible while maintaining intellectual rigor. 
The program provides the opportunity for in-
depth knowledge in one or more specialties 
important for understanding civil and envi-
ronmental systems. Students may enter the 
systems program with a Bachelor of Science 
or a Master of Science degree.

Energy, Civil Infrastructure and 
Climate
Energy, climate, and infrastructure systems 
are closely tied together, and these connec-
tions manifest in many forms. Our society 
cannot function without energy and infra-
structure systems. Energy systems with the 
lowest possible greenhouse gas footprint are a 

Civil and Environmental 
Engineering
760 Davis Hall #1710 
(510) 642-3261 
www.ce.berkeley.edu 
Chair: Lisa Alvarez-Cohen, Ph.D.

Department Overview  
Civil and environmental engineers design, 
construct, and maintain the built environ-
ment in which we live and work. Projects 
range from the tallest skyscrapers and soar-
ing bridge spans to tunnels and underground 
structures. Our graduates work to ensure effi-
cient transportation of people and goods on 
the highway system, by rail, by ship, and by 
air. We manage scarce water and groundwater 
resources, and we design and operate systems 
to protect public health, water quality, and 
the environment. We use modern materials 
and system analysis methods to manage and 
renew the civil infrastructure. Computing and 
information technology tools make it possible 
to sense the condition of the infrastructure, 
and then to communicate and rapidly respond 
to disruptions in normal operations. High-
performance computing is used to simulate 
the behavior of complex civil systems, visu-

17Civil and Environm
ental Engineering

alize the results, and optimize management 
strategies. 

Demands for improvements to civil infra-
structure are ever-present, because of popu-
lation growth and deterioration of existing 
systems over time. Infrastructure must be 
designed and managed to minimize impacts 
on the environment. Our infrastructure also 
must be protected against natural and man-
made hazards such as earthquakes, landslides, 
floods, fires, and explosions. 

The program in civil and environmental engi-
neering at UC Berkeley, which is top-ranked 
nationally, combines fundamental science with 
modern engineering to address societal needs.  

Undergraduate Program
The mission of the Civil Engineering B.S. 
degree program is to educate engineering 
leaders who will contribute to solving societal 
problems by improving the civil infrastruc-
ture, resource protection, natural hazard miti-
gation, and the efficient and sustainable func-
tioning of engineered and natural systems in 
California, the United States, and worldwide.

To achieve the missions of the College of 
Engineering and the Department of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering (CEE), the 
department faculty have established the fol-
lowing Program Educational Objectives for 
the B.S. degree: 

(1) To prepare graduates to pursue post- 
graduate education in engineering or other 
professional fields. 

(2) To prepare graduates to become licensed 
professional engineers. 

(3) To prepare graduates to become leaders 
in the civil and environmental engineering 
profession.

Undergraduates at Berkeley have opportuni-
ties for professional interactions and commu-
nity service. CEE has active student chapters 
of the American Society of Civil Engineers 
and the national honor society of Chi Epsilon. 
Additional student societies and clubs are 
available on campus for students to develop 
leadership skills and engage in professional 
and social interactions. 

The civil engineering undergraduate program 
is accredited by Engineering Accreditation 
Commission of the ABET, Inc., 111 
Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 
21202-4012; (410) 347-7700.

Civil Engineering Areas of Emphasis

Students with a specific interest within civil 
engineering may choose to emphasize one of 
the areas listed in the civil engineering under-
graduate program curriculum grid at the end 
of this section. For each area of emphasis, 
suggestions are listed for elective courses and 
the capstone design project. 

Selection of an area of emphasis is optional. 
A bachelor of science in engineering is 
awarded whether or not a student follows the 



18 key to mitigating climate change. Civil infra-
structure systems are a backbone of society, 
and they are also major users of energy that 
needs to be reduced for a more sustainable 
development. 

The objective of the Energy, Civil 
Infrastructure and Climate (ECIC) graduate 
program is to educate a cadre of profes-
sionals who will be able to analyze from 
engineering, environmental, economic, and 
management perspectives complex problems 
such as energy efficiency of buildings, envi-
ronmentally informed design of transportation 
systems, embodied energy of construction 
materials, electricity from renewable sources, 
and biofuels, and address such overarching 
societal problems as mitigation of greenhouse 
gas emissions and adaptation of infrastructure 
to a changing climate. The ECIC program 
also promotes research at the intersection of 
energy, infrastructure and climate science.

Engineering and Project Management

The objective of the engineering and project 
management program is to educate profes-
sionals for leadership in corporate and project 
management, research, and teaching associ-
ated with the lifecycle of civil engineered 
systems. Teaching and research are organized 
around seven areas of emphasis: business 
management and leadership; human and 
organizational considerations; quality and 
reliability assessments; lifecycle engineering 
and management processes; production and 
construction engineering; engineering and the 
environment; and implementation processes 
and strategies. 

Because of the broad and interdisciplinary 
nature of this area of study, students are 
encouraged to pursue advanced and relevant 
course work in all of the department’s and  
college’s programs, and other campus pro-
grams, such as architecture, business, public 
policy, management of technology, and  
logistics. 

Environmental Engineering

Environmental engineers apply science 
and technology to manage water and air 
resources and to control contaminants that 
threaten environmental quality. This program 
recognizes that engineering solutions to the 
challenges of human health and ecosystem 
protection require a broad-based approach 
to teaching and research. Because of the 
complex nature of these issues, education 
in preparation for professional practice is 
accomplished primarily at the graduate level. 
Students should have a solid undergraduate 
foundation in the engineering sciences.  

Areas of emphasis include the improvement 
of indoor and atmospheric air quality; con-
ventional and natural processes for treatment 
processes of drinking water, wastewater, 
and hazardous wastes; quantification of con-
taminant transport processes in multimedia 
environments; soil chemistry, photochemical 
transformations, subsurface thermal and bio-

logical remediation technologies; identifica-
tion and restoration of degraded ecosystems; 
surface and groundwater hydrology; hydro-
logic mixing processes; climate variability 
and change; water resources management; 
environmental fluid mechanics; and coastal 
zone processes in estuaries and shorelines.  

Geoengineering

The graduate program in geoengineering 
offers a full complement of education and 
research opportunities in the traditional geo-
technical areas of soil mechanics, foundation 
engineering, earthquake engineering, geologi-
cal engineering, underground construction, 
and rock mechanics, as well as in the emerg-
ing areas of environmental geotechnology, 
including groundwater hydrology, contami-
nant transport, and geotechnical aspects of 
waste disposal, clean up, and containment. 
In addition, this program offers both educa-
tional and research opportunities in the area 
of engineering geophysics. Opportunities for 
interdisciplinary studies are provided through 
close interaction in teaching and research 
with other areas of engineering, geology (and 
geophysics), seismology, and soil science. 

Structural Engineering, Mechanics, 
and Materials (SEMM)

SEMM at Berkeley has programs in the fields 
of structural engineering, structural mechanics, 
and civil engineering materials. The programs 
are founded on rigorous principles and meth-
ods with application to engineering challenges 
in today’s world. The master’s degrees (M.
Eng. and M.S.) provide an advanced education 
for a life-long career in professional practice or 
preparation for doctoral studies. The doctoral 
degree provides opportunities for careers in 
academic research and teaching, applied 
research, or advanced professional practice. 
Broad areas of graduate study within SEMM 
include earthquake engineering, including 
modern performance-based approaches; struc-
tural design, materials, and construction; 
hybrid experimental simulation of structures; 
computational structural analysis and dynam-
ics; structural and geotechnical engineering; 
theoretical, structural, and computational 
mechanics; high-performance structural mate-
rials; information technologies in structural and 
civil engineering; reliability and risk engineer-
ing; and civil systems engineering.  

Transportation Engineering

The graduate program in transportation engi-
neering offers courses in analysis techniques, 
planning methods, systems operations, design, 
systems engineering, management, econom-
ics, administration, and policy. Students have 
the opportunity to study in one of the world’s 
leading centers for transportation research, 
education, and scholarship. Research areas 
include transportation, including aviation and 
airport design and operation, intelligent trans-
portation, transit, traffic safety, transportation 
finance, transportation economics, infrastruc-

ture design and maintenance, traffic theory, 
public policy, logistics, systems analysis, and 
environmental policy.  

The Institute of Transportation Studies (ITS) 
on the Berkeley campus provides students 
with a stimulating research environment and 
one of the world’s leading transportation 
libraries. ITS’s research program presents 
many opportunities for qualified students to 
obtain part-time employment. 

Concurrent Degrees and  
Certificate Programs

The Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering offers three concurrent degree 
programs: Structural Engineering and 
Architecture (M.Arch/M.S.), Transportation 
Engineering and City and Regional Planning 
(M.C.P./M.S.), and any civil and environ-
mental engineering program and Public 
Policy (M.P.P./M.S.).

CEE offers four certificate programs: the 
Certificate in Management of Technology 
Program (MOT) that is offered in conjunc-
tion with the Haas School of Business and 
the School of Information; the Certificate in 
Logistics that is offered in conjunction with 
the Department of Industrial Engineering 
and Operations Research; the Certificate in 
Engineering and Business for Sustainability 
that is offered in conjunction with the 
College of Engineering, the Haas School of 
Business, the College of Natural Resources, 
and the Schools of Public Health and Public 
Policy; and the Certificate in Intelligent 
Transportation Systems that is offered in 
conjunction with the Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science, and 
Mechanical Engineering

Facilities

Facilities for advanced study and research are 
located on the Berkeley campus, at Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory and the 
Richmond Field Station. 

Students and faculty in the department are 
supported by a range of outstanding research 
facilities, including laboratories in structures 
and materials, environmental water resources, 
environmental quality, transportation engi-
neering, geoengineering, and earthquake 
engineering. 

Departmental computing facilities include 
multiple instructional computing labs featur-
ing high performance networked Windows 
workstations running advanced engineer-
ing applications, servers for centralized file 
storage and backup, and high-speed wired 
and wireless networks for data sharing. 
Additional computing resources are made 
available by research groups.

See the department web site for more infor-
mation on CEE research and facilities. 
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Freshman Year                  Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers -  4

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

CE 92 – Introduction to Civil and Environmental Engineering3   <1>  <1>

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

Total    15-16 16-17

Sophomore Year

Basic Science Elective2    - 4

CE C30/ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics   - 3

CE 60 – Structure and Properties of Civil Engineering Materials  3 -

CE 93 – Engineering Data Analysis    - 3

Engineering Science and Sustainability Elective2    <3>  <3>

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

 Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

First Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Total     14-18 14-17

Junior Year 

CE 100 – Elementary Fluid Mechanics    4 -

CE 130N – Mechanics of Structures    - 3

Elective Core4    6 6

Engineering Science Elective2    - 3

Second and Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1  3-4 3-4

Total                    13-14 15-16

Senior Year

CE 192 – The Art and Science of Civil and Environmental    1 -
Engineering Practice    

Design Elective2   - 3-4

Engineering Electives5               15 -

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1  - 3-4

Free Electives   - 5-7

Total               16  12-15

1 The Humanities/Social Sciences (H/SS) requirement includes two approved reading and composition courses 
and four additional approved courses, with which a number of specific conditions must be satisfied. Reading and 
Composition “A” and “B” must be completed by no later than the end of the sohpomore year.  The remaining 
courses may be taken at any time during the program. See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for complete details and a list 
of approved courses.
2 See Basic Science under Elective Courses list. Choose one under this category.
3 Can be taken either fall or spring.
4 See Core under Elective Courses list. Choose four under this category.
5 Engineering electives must include at least 15 additional units of upper-division technically oriented engineering 
coursework offered in the College of Engineering or in Chemical Engineering. The 15 units of engineering elec-
tives cannot include: any course taken on a P/NP basis; BioE 100; CS 194, C195; EE 194; IE 172, 190 series; 
ME 106, 191AC, 191K.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for graduation.

Undergraduate Program in Civil Engineering                 117-126 units* Elective Courses List 

Basic Science: 
Chemistry 1B, 4B; Physics 7C 

Engineering Science and Sustainability: 
CE 11, 70 

Core: 
CE 103, 111, 120, 155, 167, 175, 191 

Engineering Science: 
E 115; ME 40, 104, C105B 

Design: 
CE 105, 112, 122, 123, 153, 177, 180

Areas of Emphasis

Students with a specific interest within 
civil engineering may choose to emphasize 
one of the areas listed below. Selection of 
an area of emphasis is optional and will not 
be noted on the transcript or diploma.

Recommended Courses:

Engineering and Project Management:
Elective Core: CE 120, 167
Design Course: CE 180
Technical Electives: CE 165, 166, 171, 173, 
176, 191, 193; 
Suggested non-technical electives: UGBA 
101A, 101B, 103, 106, 107

Environmental Engineering: 
Elective Core: CE 103, 111
Design Course: CE 105, 112
Technical Electives: CE 101, C106, 107, 108, 
113N, 114, 115, C116, 173, 176, C178; 
ME 109, 146; MSE 112; NE 124
Suggested non-technical electives: Biology 
1B; Energy and Resources 100; Integrative 
Biology 153

GeoEngineering:
Elective Core: CE 111, 120, 175
Design Course: CE 177
Technical Electives: CE 103, 115, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 167, 171, 172, 173, 176, C178

Structural Engineering:
Elective Core: CE 120, 167, 175
Design Course: CE 122 or 123
Technical Electives: CE 121, 124, 131, C133, 
140, 165, 177, 193
Note: CE 121 is required for admission for 
graduate study in Structural Engineering, 
Mechanics and Materials

Transportation:
Elective Core: CE 155, 191
Design Course: CE 153
Technical Electives: CE 108, 156, 167, 177, 
C250N, 251, 259, 260; E 117; IE 153
Suggested non-technical electives: City and 
Regional Planning 110; Economics 101A, 
C125, 155; Energy and Resources 100; 
Geography C188; Public Policy 101

Note: Undergraduates wishing to enroll in 
graduate courses must have the consent of the 
instructor.
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Electrical Engineering    
and Computer Sciences
Center for Student Affairs
205 Cory Hall #1770 
(510) 642-7372 (undergraduate)
(510) 642-3068 (graduate) 
eecs.berkeley.edu 
Chair: Costas J. Spanos, Ph.D.

Department Overview  
UC Berkeley’s Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS) 
offers one of the strongest research and 
instructional programs in this field anywhere 
in the world. Our key strength is in our 
cross-disciplinary team-driven projects. The 
integration of electrical engineering (EE)1 and 
computer science (CS)2 forms the core, with 
strong interactions that extend into biological 
sciences, mechanical and civil engineering, 
physical sciences, chemistry, mathematics, and 
operations research. Our programs have been 
consistently ranked in the top three nationwide 
and worldwide by various organizations that 
rank academic programs.

The mission of the EECS department has 
three parts: (1) educating future leaders in 
academia, government, industry, and entrepre-
neurial pursuit, through a rigorous curriculum 
of theory and application that develops the 
ability to solve problems, individually and in 
teams; (2) creating knowledge of fundamen-
tal principles and innovative technologies, 
through research within the core areas of 
EECS and in collaboration with other disci-
plines, that is distinguished by its impact on 
academia, industry and society; and (3) serv-
ing the communities to which we belong, at 
local, national, and international levels, with a 
deep awareness of our ethical responsibilities 
to our profession and to society. 

Our strategy to accomplish this mission is 
simple: recruit and retain the very best faculty, 
students, and staff, and then empower them to 
direct and drive the creation and dissemination 
of knowledge. We know that we have suc-
ceeded in this mission when our students  
succeed, becoming leaders and serving society.

Organizationally, the EECS department 
smoothly integrates its world class faculty 
with dedicated staff and extremely active and 
involved student groups. 

Undergraduate Programs
Under the auspices of the College of 
Engineering, EECS offers two undergraduate 
programs: Electrical and Computer 
Engineering (ECE) and Computer Science and 
Engineering (CSE). The CSE program puts a 
greater emphasis on computer science, where-
as the ECE program puts a greater emphasis 
on electrical engineering. Both programs 
require the same set of five lower-division core 
courses in EECS (EE 20N, 40; CS 61A, 61B, 
and 61C) and nearly the same math and sci-
ence courses. After satisfying program require-
ments at the lower-division level, students are 
free to choose from a variety of elective 
upper-division courses. To guide students into 
a coherent choice of courses, we ask students 
to choose from one of five “options.” The 
choice of option affects the faculty advisor 
assignment, and the options provide sample 
programs that suggest reasonable tracks. See the 
sample programs for more information on the 
EECS options.

Additional details about the curriculum, 
requirements, and sample programs that satis-
fy the requirements can be found in the EECS 
Undergraduate Notes available online at eecs.
berkeley.edu/Programs/Notes/.

Our undergraduate programs recognize the 
daunting intellectual breadth of the field by 
offering a great deal of flexibility. These 
programs are accredited by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology 
and by the Computing Accreditation 
Commission (CAC) of the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, 111 
Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 
21202-4012; telephone: 410-347-7700.

EECS Options

I. Electronics

This option is for students interested in inte-
grated circuits, electronic devices, nanotech-
nology, electromagnetics, micro and nano 
fabrication, photonics and optoelectronics, 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), 
electronic design automation (EDA), high 
power circuits, and applications to biomedicine, 
micro-robotics, sensors, actuators, energy 
production, storage, and conservation, and 
silicon structures.

II. Communication, Networks, and Systems

This option is for students interested in net-
works, control systems, digital and analog 
communications, information theory, signal 
processing, and systems modeling, design, 
verification, and optimization, together with 
applications to robotics, biomedicine, wireless 
communications systems, multimedia systems, 
multi-sensor fusion, and machine intelligence.1Accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission 

of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
Inc., 111 Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-
4012; telephone: (410) 347-7700. 
 
2Accredited by the Computing Accreditation Commission 
of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
Inc., 111 Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-
4012; telephone: (410) 347-7700.



Computer Science Minor

A minor in computer science is available to 
all undergraduate students at Berkeley with 
a declared major, except Computer Science 
and EECS majors, through the College of 
Engineering. Applications and more infor-
mation on the Computer Science minor are 
available at the Computer Science Advising 
Office, 377 Soda Hall or eecs.berkeley.edu/
csugrad/minor.html

Advanced Degree Programs

The Five-Year Bachelor’s/Master’s 
Program in EECS (B.A./M.S. or  
B.S./M.S.)

The combined Bachelor’s/Master’s program 
is designed to take outstanding EECS and CS 
(L&S) undergraduates immediately into an 
intensive two-semester program conferring the 
Master of Science degree. This combined  
program promotes interdisciplinary focus and 
is best suited to those who are more “profes-
sionally oriented” as opposed to those wishing 
to pursue a more traditional research-based  
and discipline-specialized advanced course of 
study such as a Ph.D. As such, a distinguishing 
feature of this five-year program is its empha-
sis upon extended study in interdisciplinary, 
though allied, technical fields such as physics, 
biology, and statistics, or in professional disci-
plines such as business, law, or public policy. 
The program is aptly entitled, “Educating 
Leaders for the Emerging Global Economy,” 
and reflects a growing need for those who are 
technically skilled and who also possess an 
understanding of the business, legal, and social 
context of technology development and use.

Conferral of the degree requires either writing 
a thesis (Plan I) or reporting on a project (Plan 
II), as is required of our other Master’s students.

III. Computer Systems

This option is for students interested in 
machine architecture and logic design,  
communication networks, computer security, 
operating systems, database systems, pro-
gramming systems and languages, embedded 
software, and/or digital devices and circuits, 
together with applications for networked com-
puting, embedded systems, computer games, 
and information systems.

IV. Computer Science 

This option is for students interested in the 
foundations of computing, which includes the 
theory of computation, the design and analysis 
of algorithms, complexity theory, the architec-
ture and logic design of computers, program-
ming languages, compilers, operating systems, 
scientific computation, computer graphics, 
database systems, artificial intelligence and 
natural language processing, and cryptography 
and computer security.

V. General Course of Study

This flexible program enables students whose 
interests are broad or who have yet to focus on 
a specific field to explore several topics in the 
areas mentioned above.

EECS Honors Degree Program

The Honors Degree Program is designed to 
provide very talented undergraduate students 
with more flexibility at the undergraduate 
level. Honors students select an academic 
concentration outside of EECS. In addition, 
students receive a special faculty advisor, 
engage in research, receive official nota-
tion of the honors degree on their Berkeley 
transcript, and are invited to special events 
with faculty and EECS honors alumni. 
Applications to the Honors Degree Program 
are accepted at the end of the fall and spring 
semesters. Typically students apply during 
their junior year. Visit the EECS Student 
Affairs Office or www.eecs.berkeley.edu/
Programs/honors.html for more informa-
tion about the program. More information is 
also available in the EECS Undergraduate 
Notes  available online at eecs.berkeley.edu/
Programs/Notes/Content/Chapter4.pdf

EECS Minor 

The EECS minor, offered through the 
College of Engineering, is open to any 
undergraduate who has declared a major on 
the Berkeley campus, with the exception of 
EECS majors. It is intended for students who 
have an interest in electrical engineering and 
computer science. Students interested only 
in computer science courses should consider 
the computer science minor. Applications are 
accepted throughout the year and are avail-
able from the Center for Student Affairs,  
205 Cory Hall or eecs.berkeley.edu/
Programs/eecsminor.html

Joint Major Programs

The department offers two joint majors with 
the Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering and Nuclear Engineering. See the 
“Joint Majors” section for full descriptions 
and details on the curricula.

Computer Science Leading to the 
Bachelor of Arts Degree

In addition to a CS major through the College 
of Engineering, which confers the B.S. degree, 
the Computer Science Division also offers 
the major through the College of Letters and 
Science (L&S), which confers the B.A. degree. 
An essential difference between the two majors 
is that the EECS program requires a greater 
number of math and science courses than the 
CS program, which requires a greater number 
of non-technical, or breadth, courses. The 
computer science major under L&S auspices is 
not accredited by the Computing Accreditation 
Commission of the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology.

For further information about L&S computer 
science programs and requirements visit the 
Computer Science Advising Office in 377 Soda 
Hall. Useful information can also be found at 
www.eecs.berkeley.edu.

Details about the computer science major 
offered through the College of Letters and 
Science also may be found under the 
course listings for computer science in  
the General Catalog.

Electrical Engineering and Com
puter Sciences



22 • Scientific Computing

• Security

• Theory of Computation 

Students with an interest in Biosystems can 
apply to either division.

See the department web site for more informa-
tion on graduate study and specializations. 

With the exception of those in the Five-Year 
Bachelor’s/Master’s Program, most who enter 
the graduate program do so with the expectation 
of pursuing their doctorates. The department 
does, however, accept “M.S. only” students and 
offers two types of degrees, discussed below.

Master of Science (M.S.)

The Department awards two types of Master of 
Science degrees:

•	Engineering — EECS: For EE students with 
a B.S. degree from an accredited engineering 
program, or for those who have the equivalent 
of a B.S. degree as determined by the depart-
ment.

•	Computer Science: For CS students with a 
B.S. in computer science, or an equivalent as 
determined by the department.

Students may choose to pursue Plan I, which 
requires writing a thesis, or they may pursue 
Plan II, which requires a report on a project. 

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

The department offers two types of Ph.D. 
degrees, awarded to students under the same 
conditions as the corresponding M.S.  
degrees, above:

•	Engineering — EECS

•	Computer Science

The principal requirements for the Ph.D. are: 
(1) course work from a major subject area and 
two minor subject areas; (2) the departmental 
preliminary requirement, consisting of an oral 
exam and breadth courses, which differ for 
EE and CS; (3) the qualifying exam; and (4) 
the dissertation. There is no foreign language 
requirement. For further information on 
establishing major and minor subject areas, 
division-specific requirements for prelims and 
breadth requirements, qualifying exam, and 
the dissertation, please refer to the Graduate 
Handbook prepared by the Student Affairs 
Office at eecs.berkeley.edu/Gradnotes.

Designated Emphasis (DE): In keeping with 
the departmental priority given to cross- 
disciplinary applications of engineering and 
computer science, graduates may also choose 

The EECS Graduate Program

The EECS Graduate Program offers a compre-
hensive program geared toward research  
and teaching (Master of Science and Doctor  
of Philosophy). The Master of Science pro-
gram requires three to four semesters of study, 
while the Doctor of Philosophy program is 
normally completed in five to six years.

Admission into the graduate program is 
extremely competitive, but, once admitted,  
students have a wide variety of cluster areas 
from which to choose an affiliation, and a 
large number of courses and seminars taught 
by leaders in their fields from which to design 
their study programs. Students apply to either 
the Electrical Engineering Division or to the 
Computer Science Division, although once they 
have been admitted to the department, the 
boundaries between the divisions are fluid.  
The principal area of interest of the student 
should determine which division to apply to. 
Students whose principal interests are in the 
following areas should apply to Electrical 
Engineering:

• Communications and Networking

• Control, Intelligent Systems and Robotics

• Design of Electronic Systems

• Energy

• Integrated Circuits

• MEMS: Micro/Nano Electro Mechanical 
Systems

• Physical Electronics

• Signal Processing

Students whose principal interests are in  
the following areas should apply to  
Computer Science:

• Artificial Intelligence

• Computer Architecture and Engineering

• Database Management Systems

• Graphics

• Human-Computer Interaction

• Operating Systems and Networking

• Programming Systems

to add a designated emphasis to their program. 
A designated emphasis is a specialization 
offered by existing Ph.D. programs that pro-
vides multi-disciplinary training and research 
opportunities outside of EECS proper, but  
in areas that share overlapping interests and 
goals. At present, six such designated empha-
ses are available to our doctoral  
students:

• Computational Science and Engineering

• Communication, Computation and  
 Statistics

• Computational and Genomic Biology

• Energy Science and Technology

• Nanoscale Science and Engineering

• New Media

Students who pursue a DE receive recogni-
tion of their specialization on their transcripts 
and diplomas and are well positioned to 
compete for preferred jobs in academia and 
industry.

The Management of Technology (MOT) 
Certificate Program: This program is a joint 
effort between the College of Engineering, 
Haas School of Business, and the School 
of Information (SI) at Berkeley. See the 
Management of Technology section for  
more information.

Facilities
The department is supported by state of the art 
laboratory facilities for computing, robotics, 
embedded systems, microfabrication, elec-
tronic devices, signal processing, networking, 
communications systems, and nanotechnology. 
Most of the advanced research is carried out 
in CITRIS, Cory and Soda Halls, but some 
advanced study and research are performed 
in the Space Sciences Laboratory, Radio 
Astronomy Laboratory, Lawrence National 
Laboratories (Berkeley and Livermore), and 
the Center for Pure and Applied Mathematics. 
More information on facilities can be found by 
exploring the Centers and Labs section of the 
department web site.
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Freshman Year                  Fall Spring

CS 61A – Structures and Interpretation of Computer Programs  4 -

CS 61B or 61BL – Data Structures    - 4

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Science Elective6    4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

Total    16 16

Sophomore Year

CS 61C or 61CL – Machine Structures    - 4

EE 20N – Structure and Interpretation of Systems Signals   4 -                           

EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits   - 4

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus     4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Total               15-16  15-16

Junior Year     

CS 70 – Discrete Mathematics and Probability Theory    4 -

EECS upper division technical electives3    8 12

Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   - 3-4

Ethics/Social Implications of Technology2    1-4 -

Total               13-16  15-16

Senior Year    

Technical Electives4               6 -

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1  3-4 -

Free Electives5   3 14

Total   12-13  14

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement includes two approved reading and composition courses 
and four additional approved courses, with which a number of specific conditions must be satisfied.  Reading 
and Composition “A” and “B” must be completed by no later than the end of the sophomore year.  The remain-
ing courses may be taken at any time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for complete details and 
a list of approved courses.     
       
2Students must complete one course about engineering ethics or social implications of technology.  This may 
be filled by completing one of the following courses: CS 195, H195; ERG 100 or C100; ISF 60 or 100D.  
CS H195, ERG 100 or C100, ISF 60 and ISF 100D fulfill both a Humanities/Social Science requirement and 
the EECS ethics/social implication of technology requirement.     
      
3Students must complete a minimum of 20 units of upper division EECS courses.  One course must provide a 
major design experience, and be selected from the list below:     
EE C125, C128, 130, 140, 141, 143, C149, 192     
CS C149, 150, 160, 162, 164, 169, 184, 186.

4 Students must complete a minimum of 45 units of Engineering coursework.  The 45 units of engineering 
courses cannot include: any course taken on a P/NP basis, courses numbered 24, 29, 84; BioE 100; CS 194, 195, 
C195; EE 194; IEOR 172, 190 series; ME 191AC, 191K.      
       
5Free electives can be any technical or non-technical course.     
       
6Students must complete a minimum of 11 units of natural science, including Physics 7A and 7B, and at 
least one course from among: Astronomy 7A or 7B; Biology 1A or 1B; Chem 1A and 1AL, 1B, 3A, 3B, 
4A, or 4B; MCB 32 and 32L; Physics 7C; or an upper division course in Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, 
Earth and Planetary Science, Integrative Biology, Molecular Cell Biology, Physics, or Plant and Microbial 
Biology.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for graduation.

Undergraduate Program in Electrical Engineering  and Computer Sciences                116-123* Detailed curriculum for each of the Electri-
cal Engineering and Computer Sciences 
Options, refer to the EECS Undergraduate 
Notes available at eecs.berkeley.edu/ 
Programs/Notes. 



24 Engineering Physics. This program inter-
weaves classical and modern physics, chem-
istry, and mathematics with their engineering 
applications. A great strength of the program 
is its flexibility. The firm base in physics and 
mathematics is augmented with a selection of 
engineering course options that prepare the 
student to tackle the complex problems faced 
by society. Because the program emphasizes 
science and mathematics, students are well-
prepared to pursue graduate studies in physics 
or engineering. 

Environmental Engineering Science. This 
is a multidisciplinary field requiring an inte-
gration of physical, chemical, and biological 
principles with engineering analysis for envi-
ronmental protection and restoration. The  
program incorporates courses from many 
departments on campus to create a discipline 
that is rigorously based in science and engi-
neering, while addressing a wide variety of 
environmental issues. Although an environ-
mental engineering option exists within the 
civil engineering major, the engineering science 
curriculum provides a more broadly-based 
foundation in the sciences than is possible 
in civil engineering. This major prepares the 
student for a career or graduate study in many 
environmental areas.

Engineering Science
230 Bechtel Engineering Center #1702  
(510) 642-8790 
coe.berkeley.edu/engsci
Chair: Tarek Zohdi, Ph.D.

Department Overview  
The Engineering Science Program is adminis-
tered by the Engineering Science Committee. 
Faculty associated with the major are listed 
at coe.berkeley.edu/engineering-science-
committee.

The Engineering Science Program is multi-
departmental and interdisciplinary. This 
undergraduate program encompasses a variety 
of closely-related areas of the physical and 
biological sciences, mathematics, and engi-
neering. It is intended to provide a means 
whereby students, while acquiring knowledge 
of engineering methods, can pursue their 
interests in areas of natural science. The 
options offered within the curriculum prepare 
students for advanced study in engineering, 
science, bioengineering, or mathematics.

There are three fully structured majors in 
the curriculum: Engineering Mathematics 
and Statistics, Environmental Engineering 
Science, and Engineering Physics. 

Engineering Mathematics and Statistics. 
This interdisciplinary program offers students 
an opportunity to study pure and applied  
mathematics as essential components of mod-
ern engineering. By combining courses from 
pure mathematics, applied mathematics, statis-
tics, the physical sciences, and engineering, a 
student may individualize a program of study 
in theory or applications, or both. The program 
provides a broad foundation for graduate stud-
ies in theoretical branches of engineering, 
as well as in mathematics. Alternatively, an 
appropriate choice of courses can prepare stu-
dents for a career in specific sectors of industry 
or business. Also, students may choose to 
minor in a branch of engineering.



The programs in Engineering Science are all interdisciplinary. Students are encouraged to plan their     
individual programs in consultation with their faculty advisers.   

Engineering Mathematics and Statistics                                             *122-128 Units
Freshman Year       Fall  Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL- General Chemistry or   4 -
Chemistry 4A - General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis   

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4 

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers    - 4 

First Computer Science Course (E7 - Introduction to    - 4
Computer Programming for Scientists and Engineers or
CS 61A – Sturctures and Interpretation of Computer Programs

Lower Division Technical Electives2    3-4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Electives: First Humanities/Social Science Course1    - 3-4

Total     15-16 15-16

Sophomore Year

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus     4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Lower Division Technical Elective2    4 -

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers    4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers    - 4

Second Computer Science Course (E177 - Advanced    - 4
Programming with MATLAB or
CS 61B – Data Sturctures

Reading and Composition Course from List B1  4 -

Second Humanities/Social Science1   - 3-4

Total     16 15-16

Junior Year

Mathematics 110 -- Linear Algebra    4 -

Mathematics 104 -- Introductory and Intermediate Analysis    4 -

Mathematics 105 -- Integration or     - 4 

Mathematics 185 -- Introduction to Theory of Probability

Mathematics 128A -- Numerical Analysis    - 4

Statistics 134 -- Concepts of Probability     4 -

Upper Division Technical Electives3, 4     -  4

Third and Fourth Humanities/Social Science Course1                    3-4       3-4

Total                  15-16  15-16

Senior Year

Upper Division Technical Electives3, 4       12  12

Free Elective5                3-4  3-4

Total  15-16 15-16

Grand Total Units 62-64 60-64

Undergraduate Programs in Engineering Science

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses.

2 Two lower division courses in engineering, math-
ematics, or statistics, chosen in consultation with your 
faculty advisor; options include CS 61A, CS 61B, CS 
61C, CS 70, CE C30/ME C85, E7, E10, E28, E 45, 
Math 55, but other courses may also be used.

3 Technical electives must include 16 units of upper 
division engineering courses, selected with the help 
of your faculty adviser in order to provide depth 
in an area of engineering with high mathematical 
content--typically, most of these courses will come 
from a single engineering department, but courses 
that complement each other from different depart-
ments are also permissible. 

4 Three additional upper division technical courses as 
follows: One in mathematics, one in statistics, and one 
from either math or statistics from among: Math 105, 
113, 118, 123, 125A, 126, 130, 135, 140, 142, 170, 
185, 187, 189, and E117; Statistics 135, C141, 150, 
151A, 151B, 152, 157.

5Free electives can be any technical or non-techni-
cal course.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for gradu-
ation.

Engineering Science
Because of the interdisciplinary nature 
of this major, electives may be approved 
throughout the year. For the most updated 
list of approved courses, see coe.berkeley.
edu/engineering-science/approved-courses.
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Freshman Year                           Fall  Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry     4 -

Chemistry 1B – General Chemistry    - 4

E 7 – Introduction to Applied Computing,     4 - 
CS 61A – Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs, or  
CS 61B – Data Structures

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1    4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1    - 4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1> -

Total    16-17 16

Sophomore Year

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Technical Electives2    4 4

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Total    15-16 15-16

Junior Year

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics or    - 3-4 
Physics 112 – Introduction to Statistical and Thermal Physics  

Mathematics 104 – Introduction to Analysis and    4 4
Mathematics 185 –Introduction to Complex Analysis, or  
Mathematics 121A and 121B – Mathematical Tools for the Physical Sciences

ME 104 – Engineering Mechanics or     3-4 -
Physics 105 – Analytic Mechanics    

Physics 137A – Quantum Mechanics    4 -

Physics 137B – Quantum Mechanics    - 4

Technical Electives2    - 3-4

Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Total    14-16 14-16

Senior Year

EE 143 – Microfabrication Technology, or    3-4 - 
NE 104 – Nuclear Instrumentation Lab, or    
Physics 111A – Modern Physics and Advanced Electrical Lab3

ME 185 – Introduction to Continuum Mechanics or   - 3
ME 106 – Fluid Mechanics

Physics 110A and 110B – Electromagnetism or    4 3-4 
EE 1174 – Electromagnetic Fields and Waves and either 
EE 119 – Introduction to Optical Engineering  
or BioE 164 – Optics and Microscopy  

MSE 111 – Electric and Magnetic Properties of Materials or  3-4 - 
Physics 141A – Solid State Physics

Technical Electives2    4-5 5-6

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   - 3-4

Total    14-17 14-17

Engineering Physics                        118-131 Units*

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses. 

2 Technical electives must include: (a) Two courses 
from the following lower division technical elec-
tives: Astronomy 7A, 7B; Biology 1A, 1B; CE 
C30/ME C85; Chemistry 3A; E 10, 45; EE 40 
(or 100); (b) 16 units of upper division courses in 
engineering; (c) A minimum of 14 units of upper 
division physics; (d) At least 40 units of approved 
upper division technical subjects (mathematics, sta-
tistics, science, and engineering).

3 If chosen, Physics 111A must be taken for at least 
3 units.

4 Students opting to take EE 117 must take either 
EE 119 or BioE 164. Students opting to take the 
Physics 110A must take 110B.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for  
graduation.

Because of the interdisciplinary nature 
of this major, electives may be approved 
throughout the year. For the most updated 
list of approved courses, see coe.berkeley.
edu/engineering-science/approved-courses.
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Freshman Year  Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or  4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming  - 4

First Science Elective: E 10, Biology 1A and AL,   - 3-5 
Chemistry 1B, 3A/3AL, 3B, 4B, Physics 7C, or 
Earth and Planetary Science 50

Mathematics 1A – Calculus  4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus  - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1  4 -

First Humanities/Social Science Course1  3-4 -

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)     <1> -

Total  15-17 15-17

Sophomore Year 

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus  4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and   - 4 
Differential Equations

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers 4 -

Biology 1B – General Biology  4 -

Second and Third Science Electives:  4-5 4-5 
see list in Freshman year

CE C30/ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics - 3

Reading and Composition Course from List B1 - 3-4

Total  16-17 14-16

Junior Year 

CE 111 – Environmental Engineering  - 3

Advanced Mathematics: Math 121A and 121B;   3-4 3-5 
Math 110 and 128A; Statistics 134 and 135;  
or E 117 and 177

Environmental Fluid Mechanics: CE 101, 103, 173;  - 3
Earth and Planetary Science 105, C129/ 
Environmental Science Policy and Management C129, or 181

Fluid Mechanics: CE 100, Chem E 150A, or ME 106 3 -

Mechanics: CE 130N or ME 104  3 -

Thermodynamics: Chem E 141, E 115, or ME 40 3 -

Cluster course2  - 3

Second and Third Humanities/Social Science Courses1 3-4 3-4

Total  15-17 15-18

Senior Year  

Advanced Science Sequence3  4 4

Cluster Courses2  6 3

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1 - 3-4

Free Electives  3 4

Total  13 14-15

Environmental Engineering Science 117-130 Units*

Advanced Science Course Sequences 
Choose one of the sequences of eight to 10 units: 

(1) Chemistry 112A, 112B, Organic Chemistry (for students who did not 
take Chemistry 3A, 3B)

(2) Chemistry 120A, 120B, 125

(3) Earth and Planetary Science 101, 105, 108, 116, 117, 124, C146

(4) Earth and Planetary Science C180, 181, 182, Geography 142

(5) Environmental Science Policy and Management 102A, C103, 111, 
112, 120, 126, C128, 131

(6) MCB 102, 112/112L

Approved Cluster Courses2

Biology: 
MCB 112 and 112L, 113, 114, 116, 130A, 133L; Plant and Microbial 
Biology 120, 120L, 150, 150L, 180

Ecology: 
Environmental Science Policy and Management C103, C104; 
Integrative Biology C149, 149L, 151, 151L, 152, 153, 153L, 154, 154L, 
162, 166 

Energy: 
Architecture 140; CE C106, 107, 108; Energy Resources Group 280, ME 
109, 140, 146

Geoengineering: 
CE 171, 172,173, 175, 176, C178, 281

Policy Tools: 4 
Economics C103, 104, 126, 141, C142; Political Science C131A; Sociol-
ogy 105, 106

Process Engineering: 
Chem E 140, 142, 150B, 154, 170A, 170B, 170L, 171 

Resources Engineering: 
CE 101, 103, 107, 113, 114, 115; Earth and Planetary Science C180;
Environmental Science Policy and Management 128; ME 140; NE 124

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement includes two approved reading 
and composition courses and four additional approved courses, with which a number 
of specific conditions must be satisfied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must 
be completed by no later than the end of the sophomore year.  The remaining courses 
may be taken at any time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for com-
plete details and a list of approved courses. 

2 The 12 units of cluster courses are in addition to engineering and science cours-
es used to fulfill other requirements of the program. See approved cluster course 
list for options.

3 See Advanced Science Course Sequence. Choose one of the sequences of eight 
to 10 units.

4 The following policy courses are recommended for fulfilling the H/SS require-
ments:  
Environmental Economics and Policy 161 – Advanced Topics in Environmental 
and Resources Economics; Environmental Economics and Policy 162 – Economics 
of Water Resources; Econ 125 – Economics of the Environment; Energy and 
Resources Group 100 – Energy and Society; Energy and Resources Group 151 – 
Politics of Energy and Environmental Policy; Public Policy 101 – Introduction to 
Public Policy Analysis.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for graduation.

Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this major, electives may be 
approved throughout the year. For the most updated list of approved 
courses, see coe.berkeley.edu/engineering-science/approved-courses.
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Engineering — Undeclared
230 Bechtel Engineering Center  #1702 
(510) 642-7594 
coe.berkeley.edu/engineering-undeclared

Program Overview  
The engineering-undeclared lower division 
program is for students who are interested  
in pursuing an engineering education but  
are undecided on a particular major within  
the college.

Students admitted to the program enjoy the 
benefit of a team comprised of an adviser who 
works exclusively with undeclared students 
and faculty from each major. Together they 
help students in the program explore their 
academic interests, understand and complete 
requirements and select a major. The common 
first year engineering curriculum is supple-
mented with introductory seminars and courses 
intended to generate enthusiasm for and 
develop a better understanding of the different 
engineering fields.

Students admitted to the program must 
declare a major by the end of their fourth 
semester, and if in good academic stand-
ing may choose from any of the College of 
Engineering majors.

Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL– General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis   

E 7, Introduction to Applied Computing1    - 4

E 10, Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A, Physics for Scientists and Engineers    - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A2    4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B2    - 4

E 92 – Perspectives in Engineering     1     -

Total    16 16

Sophomore Year 

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B, Physics for Scientists and Engineers        4 -

First Additional Humanities/Social Science Course2               -         3-4

Requirements for Intended Major (Fall)3                    6-8               -

Requirements for Intended Major (Spring)3    - 8-9

Total                                                             14-16 15-17

Sample Program for Engineering — Undeclared

1 Intended electrical engineering and computer sciences majors should discuss this requirement with their advis-
ers. CS 61A may be a more appropriate choice.

2 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement includes two approved reading and composition courses 
and four additional approved courses, with which a number of specific conditions must be satisfied.  Reading 
and Composition “A” and “B” must be completed by no later than the end of the sophomore year.  The remain-
ing courses may be taken at any time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for complete details and 
a list of approved courses. 

3 Students choose these requirements with their engineering student services and faculty advisers based 
upon their intended major(s).



Undergraduate Program
The undergraduate program in the 
Department of Industrial Engineering and 
Operations Research is designed to prepare 
students for technical careers in production or 
service industries; alternatively, it provides a 
strong foundation for those headed for engi-
neering management positions, as well as 
those intending to go on to specialized gradu-
ate study in operations research, industrial 
engineering, or business administration. The 
core of the program includes basic science, 
mathematics, including probability and sta-
tistics, and engineering, followed by courses 
in optimization and stochastic models. These 
courses form the methodological foundation 
for upper division IEOR electives involving 
the analysis and design of production and  
service systems, information systems, and 
human work systems and organization, 
among others. The senior project enables the 
student to integrate knowledge acquired in 
other courses and apply it to the solution of 
actual problems from local industrial firms 
and government agencies. 

The mission of the Department of Industrial 
Engineering and Operations Research is to 
educate students to become highly proficient in:

•	the	quantitative	modeling	and	analysis	of	a	
broad array of systems-level decision problems 
concerned with economic efficiency, produc-
tivity, and quality;

•	the	development	and	creative	use	of	analyti-
cal and computational methods for solving 
these problems;

•	the	collection	and	analysis	of	data,	and	the	
use of database and decision-support tools;

•	the	comprehension	of	modeling	and	 
uncertainty; and

•	to	obtain	the	broader	skills,	background,	and	
knowledge necessary to be an effective  
professional in a rapidly changing global 
economy.

The undergraduate program is accredited 
under the guidelines for industrial engineering 
programs by the Engineering Accreditation 
Commission of the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, 111 Market 
Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-
4012; telephone: (410) 347-7700.  

Industrial Engineering and 
Operations Research
4141 Etcheverry Hall #1777 
(510) 642-5484 
ieor.berkeley.edu 
Chair: Rhonda Righter, Ph.D.

Department Overview
The Department of Industrial Engineering and 
Operations Research combines two closely-
related professions concerned with the efficient 
operation of complex systems. The industrial 
engineering profession involves the design, 
organization, implementation, and  
economic operation of integrated production 
and service systems using people, materials, 
and equipment. Areas of application include 
not only the basic manufacturing and high 
technology production processes essential to 
our economy but also service organizations 
such as banks, health care facilities, libraries, 
and government agencies. Operations research 
emphasizes the basic understanding of the 
functioning of complex systems of technology 
and management through the development 
and analysis of mathematical models for the 
purpose of predicting system behavior and/
or optimizing system performance, under 
economic and technological constraints. In 
addition to production and service systems 
described above, application areas include 
engineering systems such as transportation, 
energy production and delivery, construction 
management, and resource extraction; socio-
technological problems such as urban services, 
environmental planning, waste management, 
and law enforcement systems; and manage-
ment areas such as financial and investment 
analysis, resource allocation, risk analysis, and 
manpower planning. Both professions require a 
sound preparation in the mathematical sciences 
such as probability, statistics, and optimization 
theory, as well as training in economic prin-
ciples, human performance and organization, 
and the use of computers to analyze and/or 
simulate systems. Elective studies can empha-
size a particular area of technology or can be 
broadly based in either management systems 
or decision methodology.

Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
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Berkeley’s IEOR Department recognizes the 
importance of integrating undergraduate edu-
cation in both its engineering discipline and its 
fundamental science base. In 2004 the depart-
ment launced the Operations Research and 
Management Science (ORMS) major, which 
is the first such major in the nation that serves 
students within the arts an sciecnes colleges, 
yet is run by an engineering department.

Our ORMS major is designed for students in 
Berkeley’s College of Letters and Sciences. It 
provides a solid foundation in the quantitative, 
model building, and problem solving skills of 
operations research and management science. 
It also gives students the flexibility to focus on 
a particular topic of interest to them in which 
they can apply these skills. More information 
on our ORMS major can be found at http://
www.ieor.berkeley.edu/AcademicPrograms/
Ugrad/index.htm 

Industrial Engineering and  
Operations Research Minor

The department offers a minor in industrial 
engineering and operations research that is 
open to all students not majoring in IEOR 
who have completed the necessary prerequi-
sites for the minor requirements. Information 
is available at the department office.

Graduate Study
Applicants to the graduate programs in 
Industrial Engineering and Operations 
Research should have a bachelor’s degree in 
engineering, physical science, mathematics, 
or other fields that provide sufficient math-
ematical preparation.

In doctoral programs, students investigate 
additional major topics in-depth, as well as 
study two minor fields. A minor may aug-
ment the major in several ways, such as to 

provide a deeper understanding of the theory 
underlying portions of the major field, or to 
introduce an area of potential applications.

The paramount requirement of a doctoral 
degree is the successful completion of a 
thesis on a subject within the major field. 
Research areas may include the investiga-
tion of the mathematical foundations of, and 
computational methods for, optimization or 
stochastic models, including risk analysis. 
Research also may be undertaken to develop 
methodologies for the design, planning, and/
or control of systems in a variety of appli-
cation domains, including manufacturing, 
distribution, material handling, transportation, 
power generation, health care, financial ser-
vices, information services, and governmental 
services.

M.Eng.

As of Fall 2011, the IEOR Department 
offers a Professional Master’s, the Masters 
of Engineering in IEOR. The Berkeley 
Engineering Professional Master’s Program 
curriculum integrates engineering coursework 
with classes in leadership skills and core 
management concepts. Students tackle actual 
industry challenges through case studies 
and a capstone project, and start and finish 
the full-time, one-year program in a cross-
disciplinary cohort. Classes are kept small 
to encourage interaction with the student 
cohort, professors, and industry collaborators. 
These networks are reinforced through career 
advising and placement, access to alumni and 
industry connections and other services. In 
this full-time, accelerated program, students 
learn current technologies in their area of 
interest and master skills that prepare them 
to lead teams in developing new engineer-
ing solutions. These skills include managing 

complex projects, motivating people, and 
directing financial and operational matters. 
Students in this program earn the master of 
engineering (M.Eng.) degree after completing 
a minimum of 24 units of coursework, taken 
over the fall and spring semesters. Upon 
graduation, they are ready for a career path 
that leads to management and executive posi-
tions in companies and organizations as well 
as entrepreneurial ventures. The program is 
being launched with support from the College 
of Engineering’s Coleman Fung Institute for 
Engineering Leadership http://funginstitute.
berkeley.edu/. 

Students may also be eligible to obtain the 
Management of Technology Certificate by 
completing an appropriate combination of 
courses in the College of Engineering and 
the HAAS School of Business.  The certifi-
cate programs are designed to provide focus 
on courses and campus activities related to 
logistics and the management of technology, 
respectively. Students enrolled in an M.S. or 
an M.Eng. program in either department can 
meet the certificate requirements by a judi-
cious choice of electives without increasing 
the total number of credit hours toward their 
master’s degree. Students enrolled in other 
departments are welcome to participate in the 
programs.

You may obtain further information about 
graduate programs in this department by  
exploring our web site or contacting the 
department office.

Facilities
The Department of Industrial Engineering 
and Operations Research has two computing 
laboratories.  Both use a network of Windows-
based personal computers equipped with 
industry-standard software applications for 
instruction and research. Printing and scan-
ning services are available. The department 
also shares an on-site computing facility that 
is equipped with a cluster of Linux computers 
for high performance application processing. 
Wireless access is available throughout the 
building.
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Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Applied Computing    - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis2    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1          4         -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1     -         4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1> -

Total   15-16 16

Sophomore Year

E 120 – Engineering Economics     - 3

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Self-Paced Programming Course (see note #1)   - 1

Engineering Breadth3    3 3

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1           3-4         3-4

Total   14-15 14-15

Junior Year

IEOR 131– Computer Simulation of Industrial Engineering Systems  - 3

IEOR 160 – Operations Research I    3 -

IEOR 161 – Operations Research II    - 3

IEOR 162 – Linear Programming    3 -

IEOR 165 – Engineering Statistics, Quality Control and Forecasting  - 3

IEOR 172 – Probability and Risk Analysis for Engineering or  3 - 
Statistics 134 – Concepts of Probability    

IEOR Electives4    3 3

Third and Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1          3-4        3-4

Total   15-16 15-16

Senior Year 

IEOR 180 – Senior Project    - 4

IEOR Electives4    9 6

Unrestricted Electives    6 3-5

Total    15 13-15

Program in Industrial Engineering  and Operations Research             117-124 Units
1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses.  

2 Transfer students who did not complete an 
approved E10 equivalent course prior to admission 
must take an approved course (3 units minimum) 
treating engineering technology, design or analysis. 
See your Engineering Student Services adviser in 230 
Bechtel. 

3 Engineering Breadth: 6 units must be completed 
from the following list: BioE 102; CE 11, C30, 60, 
70, 155; E 28, 36, 45, 115; EE 40 (or 42 or 100); 
MSE 111, ME 40, C85, 132. 

4 Students must take a minimum of six courses from 
the list below:

IEOR 115 – Industrial and Commercial Data 
Systems 

IEOR 130 – Methods of Manufacturing  
Improvement

IEOR 140 – Industrial Production and Design 
(the prerequisite is a course in Java program-
ming equivalent to CS 9G.)

IEOR 166 – Decision Analysis
IEOR 150 – Production Systems Analysis
IEOR 151 – Service Operations Design and 

Analysis
IEOR 153 – Facilities Planning and Design 
IEOR 170 – Human Factors for Engineering 

Design
IEOR 171 – Introduction to Design of Human 

Work Systems and Organization

Additional requirements/Notes: 
(1) A course in Computer Programming must 
be completed: CS 9C, 9F, 9G, or any equivalent 
course work (with evaluation and approved peti-
tion) is acceptable. CS 9G is a prerequisite for 
IEOR 140. CS 9C is a prerequisite for CS 9G.

(2) No course can be used to simultaneously satisfy 
two requirements.

(3) IEOR 172 is an alternative course for Statistics 
134. In semesters when both are offered, we recom-
mend you take IEOR 172. Students may not receive 
credit for both Statistics 134 and IEOR 172. IEOR 
172 cannot be used to fulfill any engineering unit 
or elective requirements. It can only be used as a 
statistics course.

(4) The IEOR 190 series courses cannot be used to 
fulfill any engineering requirements (units, courses, 
technical electives or otherwise).

*A minimum of 120 units is required for  
graduation.
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Materials Science  
and Engineering
210 Hearst Memorial Mining Building #1760 
(510) 642-3801  
mse.berkeley.edu 
Chair: Robert O. Ritchie, Sc.D.

Department Overview
The Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering (MSE) administers undergradu-
ate and graduate programs in materials sci-
ence and engineering. In addition, under-
graduate students may be admitted to one of 
several joint major programs. 

Materials science and engineering encom-
passes all natural and man-made materials 
— their extraction, synthesis, processing, 
properties, characterization, and development 
for technological uses. Advanced engineer-
ing activities that depend upon optimized 
materials include the energy technologies, 
photovoltaics, batteries, and fuel cells, new 
medical devices and the healthcare industries, 
electronics and photonics, transportation com-
munication, and nanotechnology.  

Students in materials science and engineer-
ing apply a basic foundation of mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, and engineering to fields 
of specialization that include: biomaterials, 
electronic, magnetic, and optical materials, 
materials for energy technologies, structural 
materials, chemical and electrochemical 
materials science and engineering, and com-
putational materials science and engineering.  
Nanoscale science and engineering plays a 
important role in all of these specializations. 

Biomaterials 

Traditionally, biomaterials include synthetic 
alternatives to the native materials found in 
the human body. A central limitation in the 
performance of traditional materials used in 
the medical device, biotechnological, and 
pharmaceutical industries is their ability to 
integrate with biological systems through 
either a molecular or cellular pathway, which 
has relegated biomaterials to a passive role 
dictated by the constituents of a particular 
environment, leading to unfavorable out-
comes and device failure. The design and 
synthesis of materials that circumvent their 
passive behavior in complex mammalian cells 
is a major focus of the work conducted within 
the MSE department at UC Berkeley. 

Chemical and Electrochemical 
Materials Science and Engineering 

This area integrates the chemical and elec-
trochemical processing of materials and the 
chemical and electrochemical behavior of 
materials. The former includes the scientific 
and engineering principles utilized in mineral 
processing, smelting, leaching and refining 
materials, along with numerous etching and 
deposition techniques. The latter includes the 
environmental degradation of materials, the 

compatibility of materials with specific envi-
ronments, and the fundamental science and 
engineering development of materials used 
in advanced energy production and storage 
devices. 

Computational Materials Science  
and Engineering 

Computational methods are native to all fac-
ets of materials science and engineering. Such 
methods range from the theoretical prediction 
of the electronic and structural properties of 
materials to modeling fluid flow in advanced 
batteries or the chemical kinetics and equilib-
ria in a materials-processing operation. 

Electronic, Magnetic and  
Optical Materials 

This group of materials is defined by its func-
tionality. Semiconductors, metals, and ceramics 
are used today to form highly complex systems, 
such as integrated electronic circuits, optoelec-
tronic devices, and magnetic and optical mass 
storage media. In intimate contact, these various 
materials, with precisely controlled properties, 
perform numerous functions, including the 
acquisition, processing, transmission, storage, 
and display of information. Materials research 
in this area combines the fundamental prin-
ciples of solid state physics and chemistry with 
many branches of engineering.  

Materials for Energy Technologies

Materials play a crucial enabling role in the 
energy technologies. All facets of energy 
harvesting, conversion, storage, delivery, 
and conservation are included in this topic. 
Specific examples include photovoltaics, 
nuclear materials, thermoelectrics, fuel cells, 
mechanical transducers, batteries, supercapac-
itors, low-loss conductors, low-density struc-
tural materials for weight savings, and integrat-
ed materials systems for automated control of 
energy utilization. Technical courses relevant 
to this field of study are selected from under-
graduate offerings in Materials Science and 
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Nuclear 
Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering, 
and one course on energy policy may also  
be included. 

Nanomaterials 

The science of materials at the nanoscale pro-
vides a rich scholarly focus at the confluence 
of basic science (physics, chemistry, biology, 
and mathematics) and the engineering disci-
plines. An interdisciplinary focus provides 
undergraduates with a comprehensive view of 
the key materials science issues in nanosci-
ence and nanotechnology. Several courses 
on nanoscale processing, characterization, 
and computational approaches to understand 
nanomaterials are being offered under this 
concentration. 

M
aterials Science and Engineering
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This area features the relationships among 
the chemical and physical structure of mate-
rials and their properties and performance. 
Regardless of the material class — metallic, 
ceramic, polymeric, or composite — an under-
standing of structure-property relationships 
provides a scientific basis for developing engi-
neering materials for advanced applications. 
Fundamental and applied research in this field 
respond to an ever-increasing demand for 
improved or better-characterized materials. 

Undergraduate Program
Students must complete a minimum of 120 
units, with which they satisfy the University of 
California, Berkeley campus, and Departmental 
requirements outlined in this catalog.  Full 
details on these requirements can be found in 
the College of Engineering Announcement:  A 
Guide to Undergraduate and Graduate Study 
available online at coe.berkeley.edu/college-of-
engineering-announcement.

5 Year B.S./M.S. Program

The five-year combined Bachelor of Science/
Master of Science program augments the 
existing four-year undergraduate program 
with a fifth year of graduate study that pro-
vides a professionally oriented component, 
preparing students for careers in engineering 
or engineering management within the busi-
ness, government, and/or industrial sectors.  
In this program, students earn a bachelor’s 
degree and subsequently, a Master of Science 
degree under Plan II (without thesis) of the 
Academic Senate.  This five-year program 
emphasizes interdisciplinary study through an 
independent project coupled to coursework.  
The program is open to undergraduate mate-
rials science and engineering majors (both 
single or joint majors) only.

Joint Major Programs

The department offers five joint major pro-
grams that combine study in materials science 
and engineering with bioengineering, electrical 
engineering and computer sciences, mechani-
cal engineering, nuclear engineering, or chemi-
cal engineering.  

See the “Joint Majors” section of this 
announcement for descriptions and detailed 
curricula for each joint major.

Materials Science and Engineering 
Minor 

The department offers a minor in materials 
science and engineering that is open to all 
students not majoring in MSE who have 
completed the necessary prerequisites for the 
minor requirements. Information is available 
at the department office. 

Graduate Program 
Qualified holders of the bachelor’s degree in 
fields such as materials science and engineer-
ing, ceramic engineering, metallurgy, physics, 
chemistry, and various fields of engineering 
disciplines can all successfully undertake 
graduate study in materials science. A com-
bination of course work and research nor-
mally leads to the M.S., M.Eng., and Ph.D. 
degrees, qualifying the graduate for a wide 
range of positions in industry, governmen-
tal organizations, or universities that entail 
research or advanced engineering in the pro-
duction, development, and use of materials. 
The course work includes a core program in 
materials science and engineering, along with 
additional courses that provide breadth. MSE 
students may elect to follow a designated 
emphasis in nanoscale science and engineer-
ing, as described in nano.berkeley.edu/educa-
tional/DEGradGroup.html.

Topics for graduate research include studies 
in:  biomaterials; electronic, magnetic and 
optical materials;  structural materials;  chem-
ical and electrochemical materials science and 
engineering;  and computational materials 
science and engineering.  A wide variety of 
facilities is available for materials processing, 
including thin film deposition by Molecular 
Beam Epitaxy, Pulsed Laser Deposition, and 
other physical and chemical deposition tech-
niques.  Techniques such as transmission and 
scanning electron microscopy, surface char-
acterization, optical spectroscopies, electron 
paramagnetic resonance, electrical transport, 
microprobe X-ray emission spectroscopy, 
differential thermal analysis, precision calo-
rimetry, and cryogenic and high temperature 
mechanical testing are used for fundamental 
characterization of the structure and proper-
ties of materials.  Joint facilities in Berkeley’s 

Microfabrication Laboratory, the Integrated 
Materials Laboratory, and the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory, including the 
National Center for Electron Microscopy 
and the Advanced Light Source, are used for 
graduate research.

Professional Master of Engineering 
Program

The Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering at the University of California, 
Berkeley, offers a new one-year Professional 
Master of Engineering programs in the 
following four areas:  Advanced Energy 
Systems; Advanced in Opto-Electronic 
Materials; Advanced Structural Materials; and 
general program.

The academic curricula for the Materials 
Science and Engineering (MSE) Master of 
Engineering programs consists of three major 
components, comprising a technical special-
ization in MSE, a “breadth” curriculum of 
engineering leadership courses, and an inte-
grative capstone project, to prepare students 
for careers in engineering or engineering 
management within the business, government, 
and/or industrial sectors. Areas of study/
emphasis include the traditional materials sci-
ence and engineering areas, as well as energy 
science and technology, nanoscience and 
technology, and engineering management.  
The objective is to train professional engi-
neering leaders who understand the technical, 
environmental, economic, and social issues 
involved in the design and operation of com-
plex engineering materials systems, devices 
and organizations.

In these programs, students earn a Master of 
Engineering (M.Eng.) degree by completing 
a total of 25 units, taken within a single aca-
demic year (including the summer). 
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Core Program

Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL– General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Applied Computing    - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1          4         -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1     -         4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1> <1>

Total    15-16 15-16

Sophomore Year

Chemistry 1B – General Chemistry or     - 4 
Chemistry 4B – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 45 – Properties of Materials    3 -

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics    - 3

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  6-8  -

Total   17-19 15

Junior Year 

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics    4 -

E 117 – Methods of Engineering Analysis    3 -

MSE 102 – Bonding, Crystallography and Crystal Defects   3 -

MSE 103 – Phase Transformations and Kinetics   - 3

MSE 104 – Characterization of Materials    - 4

MSE 111 – Properties of Electronic Materials    - 4

Third and Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Technical Electives2    3 3

Total   16-17 17-18

Senior Year

MSE 112 – Corrosion    -  3

MSE 113 – Mechanical Behavior of Materials    3 -

MSE 130 – Experimental Materials Science    3  -

MSE 151 – Polymeric Materials    - 3

Technical Electives2    9 6

Total    15 12
 

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses. 

2 Technical electives must include at least 21 
units of upper division courses and may be chosen 
from a single area of technical emphasis: 
Biomaterials, Electronic Materials; Energy 
Technology; Materials Physics and Chemistry; 
Nanomaterials; Structural Materials; or a general 
emphasis that includes an integrated course 
sequence in another engineering field, physics, 
chemistry, or mathematics. The 21 units of upperdi-
vision courses cannot include: any course taken on a 
P/NP basis; BioE 100; CS 194, 195, C195; EE 194; 
IEOR 190 series; ME 191AC, 191K.

Facilities 
Instruction and research in the Department of 
Materials Science and Engineering are sup-
ported by excellent and extensive facilities 
located on the Berkeley campus and within 
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(LBNL). Campus facilities for materials 
synthesis and characterization are found in 
Hearst Memorial Mining Building, Berkeley’s 
Microfabrication Laboratory, and the 
Integrated Materials Laboratory. At Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory, several unique 
facilities used by materials scientists and 
engineers are found in the Materials Sciences 
Division (MSD), at the National Center for 
Electron Microscopy (NCEM), the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS), and the National Energy 
Research Scientific Computing Center 
(NERSC). Further details on these and other 
facilities for teaching and research can be 
found by visiting the department’s web site.
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Electronic Materials Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:

Junior Year   Fall Spring

Courses approved for emphasis in Energy Technology1 3 3

Total  3 3

Senior Year  

MSE 117 – Properties of Dielectric and  - 3
Magnetic Materials

MSE 123 – Semiconductor Processing  3 -

MSE 125 – Thing-Film Materials Science  - 3

Courses approved for emphasis in Energy Technology1 3 3

Total   6 9

Electronic Materials Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:

Junior Year  Fall Spring

Technical electives approved for emphasis in Biomaterials1 3 -

MSE C118 – Biological Performance of Materials - 3

Total  3 3

Senior Year

Courses approved for emphasis in Biomaterials1 6 9

Total  6 9

Biomaterials Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:

Junior Year   Fall Spring

Courses approved for emphasis in   3 3
Materials Physics and Chemistry3   

Total  3 3

Senior Year

Courses approved for emphasis in   6 9
Materials Physics and Chemistry3    

Total  6 9

Materials Physics and Chemistry Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:

Junior Year  

MSE 122 – Ceramic Processing  3 -

Courses approved for emphasis in Structural Materials4 - 3

Total  3 3

Senior Year

CE 131 – Advanced Mechanics of Materials  3 -

ME 127 – Composite Materials:  3 -
Analysis, Design, Manufacture  

Courses approved for emphasis in Structural Materials4 - 9

Total   6 9

1 Technical electives in the Biomaterials emphasis must include one (1) MSE 
120 series course and the remaining courses from the following approved list. 
(Consult the General Catalog for prerequisites.) Substitution of courses not on 
this list requires adviser approval.

 Chem E 170A-170B – Biochemical Engineering
 Chemistry 112A-112B – Organic Chemistry 
 Chemistry C130/Molecular and Cell Biology C100A – Biophysical  
      Chemistry: Physical Principles and the Molecules of Life
 Chemistry 130B – Biophysical Chemistry
 ME C176 – Orthopaedic Biomechanics 
  Molecular and Cell Biology 100B – Biophysical Chemistry: Physical  
      Principles and the Molecules of Life 
 Molecular and Cell Biology 102 – Survey of the Principles of Biochemistry  
      and Molecular Biology 
 Molecular and Cell Biology 110 – Molecular Biology: Macromolecular  
      Synthesis and Cellular Function 

2 Technical electives in the Electronic Materials emphasis must be taken from 
the following approved list. (Consult the General Catalog for prerequisites.) 
Substitution of courses not listed below requires adviser approval.

 EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering, (or EE 40 –  
      Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits if taken as a sophomore) 
 EE 130 – Integrated-Circuit Devices 
 MSE 120 series course (other than 123 and 125)
  Physics 137A-137B – Quantum Mechanics
 Physics 141A-141B – Solid-State Physics  

3 Elective in the Materials Physics and Chemistry Emphasis must include one (1) 
MSE 120 series course and the remaining units from the following approved list. 
(Consult General Catalog for prerequisites.) Substitution of courses not listed 
below requires adviser approval.

 Chemistry 104A and/or 104B – Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
 Chemistry 105 – Instrumental Methods in Analytical Chemistry
 Chemistry 120A and/or 120B – Physical Chemistry
 Chemistry 125 – Physical Chemistry Laboratory
 Chemistry 112A and/or 112B and/or 112H – Organic Chemistry
 MSE 117 – Dielectric, Magnetic and Optical Properties of Materials 
 Physics 110A and/or 110B – Electromagnetism and Optics
  Physics 112 – Introduction to Statistical and Thermal Physics
  Physics 137A-137B – Quantum Mechanics
 Physics 141A-141B – Solid-State Physics

4 Electives in the Structural Materials emphasis must include one (1) MSE 120 
series course and the remaining units from the following approved list. (Consult 
General Catalog for prerequisites.) Substitution of courses not on this list 
requires advisor approval.

 CE 120 – Structural Engineering
 CE 122 – Design of Steel Structures
 CE 140 – Failure Mechanisms in Civil Engineering Materials
 ME C117 – Structural Aspects of Biomaterials
 ME C223 – Polymer Engineering
  MSE C214 – Micromechanics

Structural Materials Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:
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Junior Year   Fall Spring

Technical Electives1  3 3

Total  3 3

Senior Year

Technical Electives1  6 9

Total  6 9

1 Technical electives in the General Emphasis must include one (1) MSE 120 
series course and eighteen (18) additional units of upper division technical elec-
tives, chosen to meet individual educational objectives. A minimum of three (3) 
courses, selected in agreement with the faculty adviser, should constitute an inte-
grated program in another engineering field, physics, chemistry, or mathematics. 
The technical electives cannot include: any course taken on a P/NP basis; BioE 100; 
CS 194, 195, C195; EE 194; IEOR 190 series; ME 191AC, ME 191K.

General Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:

Junior Year   Fall Spring

EE 143 – Microfabrication Technology  4 -

MSE 140 – Nanomaterials for Scientists and Engineers - 3

Total  4 3

Senior Year

MSE 117 – Properties of Dielectric and  - 3
Magnetic Materials   

MSE 125 – Thin-Film Materials Science  - 3

Courses approved for emphasis in Nanomaterials1 6 3

Total   6 9

1 Electives in the Nanomaterials emphasis must be taken from the following 
approved list. (Consult the General Catalog for prerequisites.) Substitution of 
courses not on this list requires adviser approval.

 Chem E 179 – Process Technology of Solid State Materials Devices 
  ME 118 – Introduction to Nanotechnology and Nanoscience 
 ME 119 – Introduction to Microelectromechanical Systems 

Nanomaterials Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following:  

Junior Year  Fall Spring

MSE 136 – Materials in Energy Technologies  4 -

Courses approved for emphasis in Energy Technology1 - 3

Total  4 3

Senior Year  

MSE 117 – Properties of Dielectric and  - 3
Magnetic Materials

Courses approved for emphasis in Energy Technology1 6 6

Total   6 9

1Electives in the Energy Technology Emphasis must include one (1) MSE 120 
series course; at least six (6) units in the topic of “energy and society,” taken 
from the following approved list. (Consult the General Catalog for prerequisites.)

 CE 107 – Climate Change Mitigation
 Earth and Planetary Science C180 – Air Pollution;
 

and at least six (6) units in “energy generation and conversion,” taken from the 
following approved list. (Consult the General Catalog for prerequisites.)

 Chem E 176 – Principles of Electrochemical Processes
 NE 161 – Nuclear Power Engineering
 NE 180 – Introduction to Controlled Fusion
 Energy and Resources Group 120 - Renewable Resources for 
 Electric Generation 

The remaining three (3) units may be taken from either topical area. Substitution 
of courses not on this list requires adviser approval.

Energy Technology Emphasis 
 Core Program plus the following: 
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Mechanical Engineering
6141 Etcheverry Hall #1760  
(510) 642-1338 
me.berkeley.edu 
Chair: David Dornfeld, Ph.D.

Department Overview
Mechanical engineers serve society by solv-
ing problems in transportation, energy, the 
environment, and human health. The activity 
of mechanical engineers extends from inves-
tigation of physical phenomena governing the 
behavior of our surroundings to the manufac-
ture and evaluation of products. The techni-
cal domain of the mechanical engineering 
profession encompasses topic areas, including 
acoustics, automatic control, bioengineering, 
combustion, cryogenics, design, dynamics, 
energy conversion, engines, environment, 
heat transfer, lubrication, mass transfer, man-
ufacturing, materials processing, mechanics 
of solids and fluids, mechanisms, petroleum, 
plasma dynamics, propulsion, thermodynam-
ics, vibration, and wave propagation. 

Undergraduate Program 
The undergraduate program in mechanical 
engineering seeks to provide students with 
a broad education emphasizing an excel-
lent foundation in scientific and engineering 
fundamentals. Students are supplied with the 
tools to synthesize their engineering knowl-
edge and apply it to the analysis of perfor-
mance and design. The capstone of the pro-
gram is the senior design experience, which 
assists in developing a deep understanding of 
the process. 

To meet the needs of its two primary con-
stituencies — industry and mechanical engi-
neering graduate programs — the objectives 
of the undergraduate program are to produce 
graduates who: 

•	Vigorously	engage	in	post-baccalaureate	
endeavors, whether in engineering graduate 
study, engineering practice, or the pursuit of 
other fields, such as science, law, medicine, 
business, or public policy

•	Apply	their	mechanical	engineering	educa-
tion to address the full range of technical and 
societal problems with creativity, imagina-
tion, confidence, and responsibility.

•	Actively	seek	out	positions	of	leadership	
within their profession and their community.

•	Serve	as	ambassadors	for	engineering	by	
exhibiting the highest ethical and professional 
standards and communicating the importance 
and excitement of this dynamic field.

This program is accredited by the 
Engineering Accreditation Commission of 
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 
Technology, 111 Market Place, Suite 1050, 
Baltimore, MD21202-4012; telephone: (410) 
347-7700.

Joint Major Programs

The department offers two joint major pro-
grams with either the Department of Nuclear 
Engineering or the Department of Materials 
Science and Engineering. See the Joint 
Majors section of this announcement for 
detailed descriptions and curricula.

Mechanical Engineering Minor

The department offers a minor in mechani-
cal engineering that is open to all students 
not majoring in ME who have completed the 
necessary prerequisites for the minor require-
ments. Information is available on the student 
information section of the mechanical engi-
neering web site or at the department office. 

Graduate Study
Increasing demands for technical competence 
in engineering make it advisable for many 
students of suitable scholarship to continue 
their studies for an advanced degree. The 
department offers a complete program of 
graduate study and research in both tradi-
tional and innovative areas within mechanical 
engineering. It also participates in several 
interdisciplinary programs. 

See the department web site for more infor-
mation on graduate study.

The major areas of study are bioengineering, 
computer mechanics, controls and dynamics, 
energy and the environment, fluid and solid 
mechanics, manufacturing process, materials 
and design, microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS), nanosystems, ocean engineering, 
and thermodynamics. Active interdisciplinary 
programs include bioengineering and environ-
mental engineering. Degrees offered are M.S., 
Ph.D., and D.Eng. A professional M.Eng. 
degree is also offered. 

For further details and specific areas of con-
centration, please consult the graduate admis-
sion section of the mechanical engineering 
web site or contact the department.

Five Year B.S./M.S. Program

For Berkeley mechanical engineering under-
graduates only, the program allows our stu-
dents to broaden their expertise in the major.  
It encourages an interdisciplinary focus, with 
concentrations in mechanical engineering 
and allied fields such as the sciences or other 
engineering tracks, as well as complimentary 
fields of study like business, law or public 
policy.  It is structured to foster interdisci-
plinary technical skills as well as broader 
understanding of the legal and social contexts 
of technology development and use.  Unlike 
our standard M.S.-only program, the 5th Year 
Program is coursework only and students are 
not required to choose a specialized area of 
study.  Students are also given a chance to 
choose between a comprehensive exam and a 
project report at the end of their studies.



•	The	UC	Berkeley	Electro-Mechanical	
Design Laboratory 

•	The	Environmental	Restoration	Laboratory

•	The	Fluid	Mechanics	Laboratories	

•	The	Heat	and	Mass	Transfer	Laboratory

•	The	Human	Engineering	and	Robotics	
Laboratory

•	The	Impact	and	Biomechanics	Laboratory

•	The	Impact	and	Wave	Propagation	
Laboratory

•	The	Laser	Thermal	Laboratory		

•	The	Mechanical	Behavior	of	Materials	
Laboratories 

•	The	MEMS	Analysis	and	Design	
Laboratory 

•	The	Multiphase	Transport	Laboratory	

•	The	Nanobiology	Laboratory	

•	The	Nanoengineering	Laboratory	
(NanoLab) 

•	The	Nano/Microsystems	Laboratory	

•	The	Richmond	Model-Testing	Facility	

Facilities

The Department of Mechanical Engineering 
maintains state of the art laboratories in 
Etcheverry Hall and Hesse Hall on campus, 
as well as the Richmond Field Station. 

Faculty and researchers collaborate extensively 
and share facilities with the Orthopaedic 
Surgery, Neurological Surgery, Radiology, 
and Medicine units at UC San Francisco; the 
VAMC in San Francisco; Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory; and Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory.

The department’s other state of the art facili-
ties include:

•	The	Automatic	Control	and	Instrumentation	
Laboratory 

•	The	Berkeley	Expert	Systems	Technology	
Laboratory 

•	The	Berkeley	Instructional	Technology	
Studio (BITS)

•	The	Berkeley	Manufacturing	Institute.	Five	
main laboratory areas comprise the BMI:

(1) The Design Studio 

(2) The Computer-Aided Design and 
Manufacturing Laboratory

(3) The Rapid Prototyping Studio 

(4) The Laboratory for Manufacturing 
and Sustainability (LMAS). The Precision 
Manufacturing Laboratory

(5) The Integrated Manufacturing 
Laboratories 

•	Laboratories	devoted	to	bioengineering	
include: 

(1) The Biofluid Mechanics Laboratory 

(2) The Orthopaedic Biomechanics 
Laboratory 

(3) The Biomaterials Testing Facility 

(4) The Bio-Thermal Engineering 
Laboratory 

•	The	Combustion	Laboratories	

•	The	Composite	Materials	Laboratory	

•	The	Computational	Fluid	Dynamics	
Laboratory 

•	The	Computational	Marine	Mechanics	
Laboratory (CMML) 

•	The	Computational	Solid	Mechanics	
Laboratory (CSML) 

•	The	Computer	Mechanics	Laboratory	
(CML) 

M
echanical Engineering

•	The	Robotics	and	Motion	Control	
Laboratory 

•	The	research	conducted	at	the	Surface	
Mechanics and Tribology Laboratory (SMTL) 

•	The	Telerobotics	and	Neurology	Unit	

•	The	Transport	in	Porous	Media	Laboratories

•	The	Vehicle	Dynamics	and	Control	
Laboratory (VDL) 

•	The	Vibration	and	Dynamics	Laboratories

For more information on research facilities, 
see the laboratories section of the mechanical 
engineering web site.
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Freshman Year Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

Engineering 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming1   - 4

Engineering 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis1   3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A2          4  -

Reading and Composition Course from List B2     -  4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1> <1>

Total    15-16 16-17

Sophomore Year

Engineering 28 – Graphic Communication in Engineering   3 -

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

ME 40 – Thermodynamics    - 3

ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics    - 3

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers    4 -

Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses2   3-4 3-4

Total    14-15 13-14

Junior Year

EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering   - 4

ME 104 – Engineering Mechanics II (Dynamics)   3 -

ME 106 – Fluid Mechanics    3 -

ME 108 – Mechanical Behavior of Engineering Materials   4 -

ME 109 – Heat Transfer    - 3

ME 132 – Dynamic Systems and Feedback    - 3

Technical Electives3    3 3

Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses2   3-4 3-4

Total    16-17 16-17

Senior Year

ME 102A – Experimentation and Measurement    4 -

ME 102B – Mechanical Engineering Design    - 3

ME 107 – Mechanical Engineering Laboratory   - 3

Technical Electives3    6 6

Free Electives4    3-4 3

Total    13-14 15

Undergraduate Program in Mechanical Engineering    118-125 Units*
1 If prerequisites are met, students may take E 7 dur-
ing the fall and E 10 during the spring.

2 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any time 
during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for 
complete details and a list of approved courses. 

3 Technical Electives: 18 units of technical electives 
are required, of which at least 15 must be from 
upper-division elective mechanical engineering-
sponsored courses. Of these 15 units, 3 units must 
be an elective design course selected from the fol-
lowing list: 

E 128 – Advanced Engineering Design Graphics 
ME 101 – High Mix/Low Volume Manufacturing 
ME 110 – Introduction to Product Development
ME 119 – Introduction to MEMS
ME 128 – Computer-Aided Mechanical Design
ME 130 – Design of Planar Machinery
ME145 - Computer-Aided Thermal Design 

(if ME 145 is used as a quantitative science 
elective, it can alos be used toward the 15 units 
of upper division ME units, but not as a design 
elective; another design course must be chosen 
frmo the approved list.)

ME 165 – Ocean-Environment Mechanics 

Also, one of the technical elective courses must be 
taken from the quantitative science list below:

E 117* – Methods of Engineering Analysis 
E 170 – Introduction to Modeling and Simulation 
E 177* – Advanced Programming with MATLAB
Math 128A – Numerical Analysis
ME 145* – Computer-Aided Thermal Design  

(if ME 145 is used as a quantitative science 
elective, it can also be used toward the 15 units 
of upper division ME units, but not as a design 
elective; another design course must be chosen 
from the approved list.)

ME C180* – Engineering Analysis Using the  
Finite Element Method

Four of these courses (noted with asterisks) are 
sponsored by mechanical engineering, and if 
taken can count simultaneously toward the 15 unit 
requirement and quantitative science requirement.

Students may receive up to three units of techni-
cal elective credit for work on a research project in 
either ME 196 (Undergraduate Research) or ME 
H194 (Honors Undergraduate Research-restructions 
apply). Any upper division course taught by 
mechanical engineering faculty may be used as part 
of the 15 units of upper-division mechanical engi-
neering courses. The other technical elective units 
can be chosen from courses in engineering, physical 
science, mathematics, or statistics. 

Technical Electives cannot include: any course 
taken on a P/NP basis; BioE 100; CS 194, 195, 
C195; EE 194; IEOR 190 series; ME 191AC, 191K. 

Physical science is defined to include physics, 
chemistry, biochemistry, chemical engineering, and 
the biological sciences.

Only one lower division course taken from 
the approved list of Lower Division Technical 
Electives can be used to satisfy part of the techni-
cal elective requirement. This list consists of the 
following courses: Astronomy 7A; Biology 1A, 
1B; Chemistry 1B, 5; CE 70; Molecular and Cell 
Biology 11, 32 (32L not required); and Statistics 20, 
25; or any lower division technical course required 
by another major in the College of Engineering.
4 Free Electives can be any technical or non techni-
cal course. 

*A minimum of 120 units is required for  
graduation.
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Options Electives

Technical Electives

The following groups of elective courses 
should help undergraduates focus on their 
specific professional goals. The electives 
need not be from any single group. Courses 
designated as special topics in the General 
Catalog and graduate level courses may 
require College approval by petition.

Biomechanical Engineering:
Biology 1A; BioE C212, C213, 290A; EE 
C145B, 145L, 145M; Integrative Biology 131, 
132; ME C117, 127, 133, 134, 135, 142, 166, 
C176; Molecular and Cell Biology 32*, 130

Combustion:
CE 111; Chem E 140, 141, 142; E 117; ME 
140, 151

Computer-Aided Engineering:
E 128, 177; ME 128

Controls:
E 177; EE 120, C128; ME 133, 134, 135, 
146, 175, 190L, 190Y.

Energy:
ME 140, 142, 145, 146

Environmental Engineering:
CE 111, 173, 175; ME 110, 140, 142, 151, 
165, 173; NE 162; Suggested non-technical 
courses: Architecture 100A, 100B, 140; 
Geography 144 

Fluid Mechanics and Aeronautics:
E 117; CE 131; ME 133, 134, 151, 163, 165, 
167, 173, 175, 185

General Mechanical Engineering:
E 117, 128; ME 110, 133, 134, 165, 173, 175

Heat and Mass Transfer:
Chem E 150B, 171; E 117; ME 140, 142, 151

Materials Processing and Manufacturing 
Management:
E 120; IEOR 115, 140, 170, 180; ME 101, 
110, 122, 127, 128, 133, 134, 151

Mechanical Engineering Design:
E 128; ME 110, 118, 119, 127, 128, 130, 133, 
134, 135, 142, 151, 165, C176

Mechatronics:
ME 101, 128, 130, 133, 134, 135

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS):
ME 118, 119

Nuclear Engineering:
ME 134, 151, 173; NE 101, 120, 150; Physics 
137A

Ocean Engineering:
ME 101, 127, 128, 134, 164, 165, 167; CE 
120, 180

Robotics and Automation:
EE C125; IEOR 140, 170; ME 101, 133, 134, 
135, 170, 175

Theoretical and Applied Mechanics:
E 117; Mathematics 104; ME 127, 133, 134, 
163, 165, 170, 173, 175, C180, 185
* ME students are not required to take Molecular and  
Cell Biology 32L with Molecular and Cell Biology 32.



42 •	Understand	nuclear	processes	and	the	applica-
tion of general natural science and engineering 
principles to the analysis and design of nuclear 
and related systems of current and/or future 
importance to society.

•	Have	strong	independent	learning,	analytical,	
and problem-solving skills, with special empha-
sis on design, communication, and an ability to 
work in teams.

•	Understand	the	broad	social,	ethical,	safety,	
and environmental context within which nuclear 
engineering is practiced.

•	Are	aware	of	the	importance	of,	and	opportu-
nities for, lifelong learning.

The B.S. program in nuclear engineering is 
accredited by the Engineering Accreditation 
Commission of the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, 111 Market Place, 
Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-4012;  
telephone: (410) 347-7700.

Joint Major Programs

Joint major programs are available with either 
the Department of Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Sciences or the Department 
of Materials Science and Engineering. See 
the “Joint Majors” section of this announce-
ment for detailed descriptions and curricula. 
Nuclear Engineering also has a joint major 
program with Chemical Engineering.  See 
the College of Chemistry Announcement for 
detailed descriptions of that joint major.

Nuclear Engineering Minor

The department offers a minor in nuclear engi-
neering that is open to all students who are not 
majoring in NE and who have completed the 
necessary prerequisites for the minor require-
ments. Information is available at the depart-
ment office.

Graduate Study
The graduate program is divisible into 11 areas, 
each representing an important aspect of nuclear 
technology. Coursework and research opportu-
nities are available in each area.

Applied Nuclear Physics

Applied Nuclear Physics is concerned with 
the low-energy nuclear physics and interaction 
of radiation with matter important to nuclear 
chemistry, nuclear technology, and applications. 
Research programs include fundamental nuclear 
physics measurements for applied purposes 
and the development of advanced detectors and 
methodologies, in addition to the application of 
nuclear techniques in a wide range of studies. 
Current emphasis is on experimental and  
modeling studies in support of neutrino mass 
measurements, the design of methodologies  
and systems to counter the possible transport of 
clandestine nuclear materials, and applications  
in the biomedical and radiological sciences.

Nuclear Engineering
4153 Etcheverry Hall, #1730  
(510) 642-5010 
nuc.berkeley.edu 
Chair: Per F. Peterson Ph.D.

Department Overview
Nuclear Engineering is concerned with the 
understanding of nuclear processes and their 
application in the energy, environmental, man-
ufacturing, materials processing, and medical 
industries. The teaching and research pro-
grams encompass three broad areas: nuclear 
energy, nuclear waste and materials manage-
ment, and bionuclear engineering and radio-
logical physics. Much of the curriculum is 
devoted to the analysis, design, and develop-
ment of fission and fusion power reactors; the 
nuclear fuel cycle, including radioactive waste 
management and disposal; and applications of 
nuclear science in instrumentation, radiation 
detection and protection, medical diagnosis 
and treatment, and materials behavior. Safety 
and environmental impacts are considered 
from a risk and systems viewpoint.

Undergraduate Program
The undergraduate curriculum in nuclear 
engineering is designed to prepare students 
for a career in industry, national laboratories, 
or state or federal agencies. The program 
leading to the B.S. in Nuclear Engineering 
emphasizes educational experience in several 
fields of engineering, leading to a concentra-
tion on nuclear engineering courses in the 
upper division. 

Rather than the degree in nuclear engineer-
ing, undergraduate students may instead 
elect a joint major degree program, which 
combines Nuclear Engineering with Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences, or 
with Materials Science and Engineering, or 
with Mechanical or Chemical Engineering. 
Compared with the single major program, 
the joint major programs are more strictly 
structured and offer fewer opportunities for 
nontechnical electives. On the other hand, they 
do afford ambitious students an opportunity to 
qualify in two fields of engineering with little 
or no loss in time during their undergraduate 
careers. Details on the joint major programs 
are to be found in the “Joint Majors” section 
of this announcement.

The mission of the undergraduate program in 
nuclear engineering is to prepare our students to 
begin a lifetime of technical achievement and 
professional leadership in academia, govern-
ment, national laboratories, and industry. To 
achieve this mission, the NE undergraduate  
program is designed to produce graduates who:

•	Possess	solid	knowledge	of	the	fundamental	
mathematics and natural sciences (both physical 
and biological) that provide the foundation for 
engineering applications.



fusion neutron source, is also on the Berkeley 
campus and is used for fusion neutron studies.

Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics

This area of study is devoted to improving 
the current understanding of heat and mass 
transfer, and fluid mechanics processes that 
transport energy and mass in nuclear systems 
and govern system performance and safety. 
Key phenomena studied include conduction, 
convection, and radiation heat transfer, phase 
change, and single- and multi-phase flows. In 
addition to water used to transport heat in  
present-day reactors, study in this area also 
covers gas, molten salt, and liquid metal coolants 
for advanced fission and fusion systems, as well 
as transport and mixing processes that occur 
inside reactor containment structures and in 
environmental systems.

Laser, Particle Beam, and  
Plasma Technologies 

This area of study includes a broad spectrum 
of new technologies related to charged par-
ticles and fields. The topical areas range from 
interaction of lasers with plasmas to charged 
particle beam physics, to plasma technologies 
such as lighting and material processing dis-
charges. Applications range from laser-plasma 
interactions to discharges for lighting, material 
modification and microelectronic fabrication; 
and from microwave-beam interactions for 
microwave sources and plasma heating to  
plasma devices such as thrusters, and ion and 
electron beam sources.

Fuel Cycles and Radioactive Waste

This area of study is devoted to the develop-
ment of methods and models (theoretical and/
or experimental) for analyzing processes that 
handle nuclear materials from cradle to grave. 
The methods and models developed are used 
for evaluating environmental impacts, econom-
ics, and proliferation resistance of a fuel cycle, 
and for designing an optimized fuel-cycle sys-
tem. Basic research includes the development 
of deterministic models and the experimental 
data to support them, probabilistic methods 
and models, and optimization methods. An 
initial focus is on the Advanced Fuel Cycle 
Initiative, which aims at improved use of 
repository capacity for civilian-spent nuclear 
fuel from the current light-water reactors, with 
help of systems for separation and transmuta-
tion of problematic radionuclides. 

Risk, Safety, and Systems Analysis

This area of study is devoted to the develop-
ment of methods and models and the acquisi-
tion of empirical data for assessing the impacts 
of large-scale technological systems on public 
health and safety, and on the environment. 
Basic research includes the development of 
deterministic models and the experimental data 
to support them, probabilistic methods and mod-
els, and optimization methods. An initial focus 
is on Generation IV nuclear energy systems, 

Bionuclear and Radiological Physics

This program is concerned with the biological 
effects of radiation, dosimetry, radiation shield-
ing, radiation protection, and the development 
of methods based on the application of radiation 
for the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of 
illness and disease. Research is focused on med-
ical imaging, boron neutron capture therapy, 
and radioactive tracers, computerized tomogra-
phy, positron emission tomography, and  
magnetic resonance imaging.

Nuclear Materials and Chemistry

This area of study is devoted to understanding 
the many causes of materials degradation and 
failure in nuclear technology. Specific emphasis 
is on the behavior of nuclear fuels, cladding and 
structural materials in nuclear fission and fusion 
environments where radiation damage and  
corrosion are the overarching concerns. This 
research combines computational, experimental, 
and theoretical techniques to investigate the 
dynamic response of nuclear materials. The 
Nuclear Materials Laboratory uses thermogravi-
metric techniques with microbalances to inves-
tigate the hydriding and oxidation of nuclear 
reactor core materials and positron annihilation 
spectroscopy to characterize the microstruc-
tural changes in irradiated structural steels. In 
addition to understanding the performance of 
nuclear fuels and materials in current nuclear 
fission plants, the materials aspects of new fuel 
element designs and advanced nuclear fuels and 
structural material systems are investigated.

Energy and the Environment

This program focuses on renewable and clean 
energy techniques, particularly solar, wind, and 
biomass sources. Research and teaching activi-
ties focus on the performance, efficiency,  
economics, and dissemination of these energy 
systems. The Renewable and Appropriate 
Energy Laboratory (RAEL) in Etcheverry Hall 
supports this program area.

Fission Reactor Analysis 

Graduate study encompasses the synthesis of 
the basic components of nuclear technology in 
the engineering and design of nuclear reactors. 
Problems of heat removal, stress analysis, reac-
tor dynamics and control, and nuclear reactor 
safety are considered.

Fusion Science and Technology 

This specialty deals with current approaches to 
the design of a fusion reactor. For both the  
magnetic and the inertial confinement schemes, 
problems of particle confinement, plasma 
heating, reactor materials, fusion reactor neu-
tronics, safety, and environmental impacts are 
analyzed. Experimental facilities for plasma 
research include the Berkeley Compact Toroid 
Experiment (BCTX) on the campus and sev-
eral large collaborative efforts at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory and Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. The Rotating Target 
Neutron Source (RTNS), an accelerator-based 

which integrate the nuclear fuel cycle in terms 
of high-level radioactive waste disposal, nuclear 
reactor safety, overall fuel cycle analysis and 
economics, and safeguards and security. Other 
complex large-scale systems considered include 
biological systems, ecological systems, informa-
tion systems, and electric distribution systems.

Ethics and the Impact of   
Technology on Society

This program focuses on the emerging ethical 
and technical issues arising in biotechnology, 
nanotechnology, information technology, and 
nuclear technology. The program examines how 
philosophy, religion and art, and natural and 
social science can shed light on these issues, as 
well as how individual and societal values are 
affected by these technologies.

Further information may be obtained by  
consulting the web site or contacting the 
department.

Facilities
The facilities of the department include the 
Nuclear Waste Research Laboratory, the 
Renewable and Appropriate Energy Laboratory 
(RAEL), the Advanced Nuclear Engineering 
Computational Laboratory, several research 
and teaching laboratories, and well-equipped 
mechanical and electronic shops. The neutron-
ics laboratory includes the RTNS 14 Mev 
neutron source, a variety of radiation-analysis 
instrumentation, and subcritical multiplying 
assemblies. The RTNS is also being used for 
the study of boron-neutron capture therapy. 
Experimental facilities for the study of thermal 
problems include two-phase flow and transient-
boiling apparatus, and for the study of materials 
problems include a variety of equipment for 
high-temperature and high-vacuum experi-
ments. Some nuclear engineering students 
participate in research at Lawrence Berkeley 
and Livermore National Laboratories, Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, and the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

Nuclear Engineering
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Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1          4         -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1     -         4

<Optional> NE 39, Issues in Nuclear Engineering (recommended)  <2> -

Total    15-17 15

Sophomore Year

E 45 – Properties of Materials    3 -

EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits   - 4
or EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering 

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus      4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses2  3-4 3-4

Total    15 15

Junior Year

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics    4 -

E 117 – Methods of Materials Analysis    3 -

NE 101 – Nuclear Reactions and Radiation    4 -

NE 104 – Radiation Detection Lab    - 3

NE 150 – Nuclear Reactor Theory    - 3

Technical Electives3    - 9

Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1,2   3-4 -

Total   14-15 15

Senior Year

NE 170 – Nuclear Design    - 3

Technical Electives3    14 9

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   - 3-4

Total    14 15-16

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement includes two approved reading and composition courses 
and four additional approved courses, with which a number of specific conditions must be satisfied.  Reading and 
Composition “A” and “B” must be completed by no later than the end of the sophomore year.  The remaining 
courses may be taken at any time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for complete details and a list 
of approved courses. 

2 Students must take one course with ethics content. This may be fulfilled within the Humanities/Social 
Studies Electives requirement by taking one of the following courses: Anthropology 156B; BioE 100; 
Environmental Science, Policy and Management 161, 162; Geography 31; Interdisciplinary Studies 61, 
100E; International and Area Studies 105; Legal Studies 19AC, 100A; ME 191AC; Philosophy 2, 104, 
107; Political Science 108A; *Public Health 116; Sociology 116, 123. *Note: Public Health 116 will fulfill 
the ethics, but cannot satisfy a Humanities/Social Science requirement. 

3 32 technical elective units must include at least 17 units of upper division NE courses. Remaining techni-
cal elective units must be fulfilled by taking upper division courses in engineering and science. The technical 
elective units cannot include: any course taken on a P/NP basis; BioE 100; CS 194, 195, C195; EE 194; IEOR 
172, 190 series; ME 191AC, 191K.

4 Students must consult with and obtain approval from their faculty adviser no later than the fall semester of 
their junior year for their choices of technical elective courses.

*A minimum of 120 units is required for graduation.

 

Undergraduate Program in Nuclear Engineering    118-122 Units*
Upper Division  
Technical Electives

The following groups of electives should 
help undergraduate students focus their 
choices on specific professional goals. The 
electives selected need not be from any 
single group.

Beam and Accelerator Applications: 
Physics 110A/B (or EE 117), 129, 139, 142; 
NE 155, 180

Bionuclear Engineering: 
BioE C165; EE 120 (EE 20N is a prerequisite 
for this course), C 145B; NE 107, 162

Fission Power Engineering: 
ME 106, 109 (Chem E 150A may be sub-
stituted for ME 106 and 109); NE 120, 124, 
155, 161, 167, 175

Fusion Power Engineering: 
Physics 110A/B, 142; NE 120, 180, 155

Homeland Security and Nonproliferation: 
Chemistry 143, Physics 110A/B, 111, NE 
107, 130, 155, 175

Materials in Nuclear Technology: 
MSE 102, 104, 112, 113; NE 120, 124, 155, 
161

Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Waste 
Management: 
Chem E 150A/B; E 120; Energy Resources 
Group 151; MSE 112; NE 120, 124, 155, 
161, 175

Radiation and Health Physics: 
NE 120, 155, 162, 180

Risk, Safety and Systems Analysis: 
CE 193; Chem E 150A; E 120; IEOR 166; 
NE 120, 124, 155, 161, 167, 175 

Completed in 2007, the 285,000 square 
foot Stanley Hall houses the Department 
of Bioengineering and the California 
Institute for Quantitative Biosciences 
(QB3) and was designed to promote  
multidisciplinary interaction and inno-
vation. The atrium (pictured) forms the 
heart of the building.

t





46 Junior Transfer Applicants. Junior transfer 
applicants may apply directly to one of the 
above joint major programs. Transfer students 
may not change their major after admission, so 
those interested in a joint major program should 
select carefully before submitting their applica-
tion. For more details on transfer admission and 
requirements, see the College of Engineering 
Prospective Students page at coe.berkeley.edu/
prospective-students.

Applicants interested in a joint major with 
chemical engineering must apply to the College 
of Chemistry.

Chemical Engineering Joint Major 
Programs:

There are also two joint major programs in
cojunction with chemical engineering offered
through the College of Chemistry: 
•	Chemical	Engineering	and	Materials	Science	

and Engineering
•	Chemical	Engineering	and	Nuclear	

Engineering

Transfer students interested in a chemical
engineering joint major must apply to
the College of Chemistry. Current UC
Berkeley students interested in one of the
chemical engineering joint majors should
contact the College of Chemistry for inform
tion on how to change into their college. Full
details on the chemical engineering joint
major program and curricula can be found in
the Announcement of the College of
Chemistry.

Joint Major Programs 

The joint major programs are designed for 
students who wish to undertake study in two 
major areas of engineering in order to qualify 
for employment in either field or for positions 
in which competence in two fields is required. 
These curricula include the core courses in 
each of the major fields. While they may 
require increased course loads, they can be 
completed in four years, and both majors are 
shown on the student’s transcript.

The joint major programs currently offered 
are listed below. Each program is described in 
details on the proceeding pages.

•	Bioengineering	and	Materials	Science	and	
Engineering

•	Electrical	Engineering	and	Computer	Sciences	
and Materials Science and Engineering

•	Electrical	Engineering	and	Computer	Sciences	
and Nuclear Engineering

•	Materials	Science	and	Engineering	and 
Mechanical Engineering

•	Materials	Science	and	Engineering	and 
Nuclear Engineering

•	Mechanical	Engineering	and	Nuclear	
Engineering

Admission to a Joint Major 
Program
Freshman Admits. Students admitted to 
the College of Engineering as freshmen 
may apply to a joint major once they have 
completed two semesters at U.C. Berkeley. 
Historically, students need a GPA of 3.0 
or higher to be admitted to a joint major 
program.  (Students in the Engineering 
Undeclared program are eligible to declare 
a joint major if they have a GPA of at least 
2.0 and are in good academic standing.) 
Engineering students considering a joint 
major are advised to meet with their adviser 
in Engineering Student Services to learn more 
about the process. See coe.berkeley.edu/joint-
majors for more information.



47Joint Major Program in Bioengineering and Materials Science and Engineering       127-132 Units
Freshman Year    Fall Spring
Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis   
Chemistry 3A and 3AL – Chemical Structure and Reactivity or  - 5 
Chemistry 112A – Organic Chemistry1  

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers - 4 
or CS 61A – Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs
E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis or    3-4 - 
BioE 10 – Introduction to Biomedicine for Engineers
Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -
Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4
Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4
Reading and Composition Course from List A2   4 -
BioE  243     1     <1>
Total    16-17 17-18
Sophomore Year
Biology 1A and 1AL – General Biology    - 5
E 45, Properties of Materials    3 -
EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits,    - 4 
EE 100 – Electronic Techniques  for Engineering, or  
BioE 101 – Instrumentation in Biology and Medicine 
Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -
 Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4
Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -
Reading and Composition Course from List B2   4 -
BioE 100 or First Additional     - 3-4 
Humanities/Social Science Course with Ethics Content2,4  
Total    15 16-17
Junior Year
BioE 102 – Biomechanics    4 -
BioE 104 – Biological Transport Phenomena    - 4
Chemistry 135 – Chemical Biology; MCB 102 – Survey of    3-4 -
the Principles of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, or  
MCB 110 – General Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Chemistry 120B – Physical Chemistry, Chemistry C130/MCB C100A   3-4 - 
-Biophysical Chemistry, or E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics
Molecular and Cell Biology 130 – Cell Biology   - 4
MSE 102 – Bonding,Crystallography and Crystal Defects   3 -
MSE 104 – Characterization of Materials    - 4
Second and Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course2  3-4 3-4
Total               16-19  15-16
Senior Year
BioE 110 – Biomedical Physiology for Engineers   3-4 - 
BioE 115 – Cell Biology Laboratory for Engineers, or     
MSE 130 – Experimental Materials Science 
BioE 116 – Cell and Tissue Engineering    - 4 
BioE C117 – Structural Aspects of Biomaterials or BioE 111 Functional Biomaterials
BioE C118 – Biological Performance of Materials   4 -
BioE 121 – Introduction to Micro and Nanobiotechnology: BioMEMS,  3-4 3-4 
BioE 150 – Introduction to Bionanoscience and Bionanotechnology, 
MSE 111 – Properties of Electronic Materials, 
MSE 112 – Corrosion, and/or  
MSE 113 – Mechanical Behavior  of Engineering Materials (Choose 2 of 5)
MSE 151 – Polymeric Materials      3 -
Bioengineering Design Project or Research5    - 4
Fourth Additional Humanities and Social Science Courses2   3-4 3-4
Technical Elective6    - 3

Total 16-17 14-15

1 Chemistry 112A is intended for students majoring 
in chemistry or a closely related field and is more 
intensive than Chemistry 3A. Note: Prerequisites to 
Chemistry 112A include Chemistry 1A and 1AL and 
1B (or 4A and 4B). 

2 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses. 

3 At least one semester of BioE 24 is required. 
Students may also select BioE 24 or 25, MSE 24, or 
E92 for the optional second semester. 

4 See Bioengineering Ethics Content List on page 16.

5 See course list on page 16. 

6 Choose from the following approved list (consult the 
General Catalog for prerequisites): BioE 111,113, 
116, C117, 121, H194; MSE 103, 111, 112, 113. 
Cannont be a course you have taken to fulfill another 
requirement.

Bioengineering and 
Materials Science and 
Engineering Joint Major 
Program
The Department of Bioengineering offers 
a joint major with Materials Science and 
Engineering for students who have an interest 
in the field of biomaterials. The broad-based 
curriculum includes exposure to fundamental 
courses in engineering and life sciences and 
will allow students to understand the interface 
between the two major fields. Students who 
graduate with this joint major will success-
fully compete for jobs in the field of biomate-
rials in academia, industry, and government.



48 Joint Major Program in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences     130-136 Units  
 and Materials Science and Engineering                

Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL– General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7- Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers or   - 4 
CS 61A - Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1>                      <1>

Total    15-16 16-17

Sophomore Year

CS 61B – Data Structures    - 4

E 45 – Properties of Materials    3 -

EE 40, Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits   - 4

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

 Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

First Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Total    14-15 16

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses.

2 Technical electives must include two courses:  
(1) one course from the following: CS 150; EE 119, 
143; and (2) at least three 3 units from the MSE 
120 series courses. 

Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Sciences 
and Materials Science and 
Engineering Joint Major 
Program

The materials used in integrated circuits 
run the gamut to include semiconductors, 
insulators, metals, polymers, and composites, 
motivating students to seek the joint major in 
electrical engineering and computer sciences 
and material science and engineering.  The 
curriculum in this joint major is designed to 
provide a fundamental background in both 
disciplines, so that students will be conversant 
in all aspects of materials selection and design 
to optimize electronic, optical and magnetic 
properties in engineering applications.  Stu-
dents completing this joint major program 
will find career options in all branches of the 
microelectronics industries.

Junior Year

CS 61C – Machine Structures or    4 - 
EE 20N – Structure and Interpretation of Systems  and Signals

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics or    4 - 
Physics 112 – Statistical and Thermal Physics

EE 105 – Microelectronic Devices and Circuits   - 4

EE 126 – Probability and Random Processes,    - 3-4 
Statistics 25 – Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Engineers, or  
Statistics 134 – Concepts of Probability

MSE 102 – Bonding, Crystallography, and Crystal Defects   3 -

MSE 103 – Phase Transformations and Kinetics   - 3

MSE 104 – Characterization of Materials    - 4

Physics 137A – Quantum Mechanics    4 -

Second Additional Humanities/Social ScienceCourses1   - 3-4

Total    15 17-19

Senior Year

EE 117 – Electromagnetic Fields and Waves    4 -

EE 140 – Linear Integrated Circuits or    3 -
EE 141 – Digital Integrated Circuits    

MSE 111 – Properties of Electronic Materials or    - 4
EE 130 – Integrated Circuit Devices

MSE 130 – Experimental Materials Science    3 -

Physics 141A – Solid State Physics     3 -

Technical Electives2    - 6

Third and Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Total    16-17 16-17



Freshman Year Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or  4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

CS 61A – Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs 4 -

CS 61B – Data Structures - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis 3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus 4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1 - 4

Total 15 16

Sophomore Year

E 45 – Properties of Materials 3 -

EE 20N – Structure and Interpretation of Systems and Signals 4 -

EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits - 4

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus 4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers 4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List B1 - 4

Total 15 16

Junior Year

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics 4 -

EE 120 – Signals and Systems 4 -

EE 126 – Probability and Random Processes,  - 3-4 
Statistics 25 – Introduction to Probability and Statistics 
for Engineers, or Statistics 134 – Concepts of Probability

NE 101 – Nuclear Reactions and Radiation 4 -

NE 104 – Radiation Detection Lab - 3

NE 150 – Nuclear Reactor Theory - 3

First and Second Additional  6-8 - 
Humanities/Social Science Courses1

Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1 - 3-4

Total 18-20 15-16

Senior Year

EE 105 – Macroelectronic Devices and Circuits 4 -

EE 117 – Electromagnetic Fields and Waves - 4

NE 170A – Nuclear Engineering Design - 3

Technical Electives2 8 9

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1 3-4 -

Total 15-16 16

Joint Major Program in Electrical Engineering 126-130 Units 
 and Computer Sciences and Nuclear Engineering

Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Sciences and 
Nuclear Engineering Joint 
Major Program

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any time 
during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq for 
complete details and a list of approved courses.  

Students must take one course with ethics con-
tent. This may be fulfilled within the Humanities/
Social Studies Requirement by taking one of the 
following courses: Anthropology 156B; BioE 100; 
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management 
161, 162; Geography 31; Interdisciplinary Studies 
61, 100E; International and Area Studies 105; Legal 
Studies 19AC, 100A; ME 191AC; Philosophy 2, 
104, 107; Political Science 108A; *Public Health 
116; Sociology 116, 123. *Note:  Public Health 116 
will satisfy ethics, but cannot be used to complete a 
Humanities/Social Science requirement.

2 Technical Electives include:
•	At	least	9	units	of	upper-division	nuclear	engineer-
ing courses from the following groups. The groups 
are presented to aid undergraduate students in focus-
ing their choices on specific professional goals, 
however, the electives selected need not be from any 
single group. Courses listed from other departments 
in these groups may be taken to provide further 
depth but may not be used toward the 9 units.

Beam and Accelerator Applications: Physics 
110A/B, 129 A/B, 139, 142; NE 155, 180

Bionuclear Engineering: BioE C165; EE 120 (EE 
20N is a prerequisite for this course), 145B; NE 
107, 162

Fission Power Engineering: ME 106, 109 (Chem 
E 150A may be substituted for ME 106 and 109); 
NE 120, 124, 155, 161, 167, 175

Fusion Power Engineering: Physics 110A/B, 142; 
NE 120, 180, 155

Homeland Security and Nonproliferation: 
Chemistry 143, Physics 110A/B, 111, NE 107, 
130, 155, 175

Materials in Nuclear Technology: MSE 102, 104, 
112, 113; NE 120, 124, 155, 161

Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Waste Management: 
Chem E 150A/B; E 120; Energy Resources Group 
151; MSE 112; NE 120, 124, 155, 161, 175

Radiation and Health Physics: NE 120, 155, 162, 
180

Risk, Safety and Systems Analysis: C E 193; 
Chem E 150A; E 120; IEOR 166; NE 120, 124, 
155, 161, 167, 175

•	At	least	8	units	of	upper	division	El	Eng	courses	
from the following lists:

Electromagnetics and Plasmas: EE 118, 119, 239 
Electronics: EE 130, 131, 140, 141, 143; CS 150
Power Systems and Control: EE 113, 114, 128

Joint M
ajor Program

s in Engineering
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Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists & Engineers - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)   <1> <1>

Total   15-16 16-17

Sophomore Year

E 28 – Graphics Communication in Engineering    3 -

E 45 – Properties of Materials    3 -

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

ME 40 – Thermodynamics    - 3

ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics    - 3

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

First and Second Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Total   17-18 13-14

Junior Year

EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering   - 4

ME 104 – Engineering Mechanics II (Dynamics)   3 -

ME 106 – Fluid Mechanics    3 -

ME 109 – Heat Transfer    - 3

ME 132 – Dynamic Systems and Feedback    - 3

ME 108 – Introduction to Engineering Materials or   3 -
MSE 113 – Mechanical Behavior of Engineering Materials

MSE 102 – Bonding, Crystallography, and Crystal Defects   3 -

MSE 103 – Phase Transformation and Kinetics   - 3

MSE 104 – Characterization of Materials    - 4

Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Total   15-16 17

Senior Year

ME 102A – Experimentation and Measurement   4 -

ME 102B – Mechanical Engineering Design    - 3

ME 107 – Mechanical Engineering Laboratory   - 3

MSE 112 – Corrosion     - 3

MSE 130 – Experimental Materials Science    3 -

Technical Electives2    6 6

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Total   16-17 15

Joint Major Program in Materials Science 128-134 Units 
 and Engineering and Mechanical Engineering

Materials Science 
and Engineering and 
Mechanical Engineering 
Joint Major Program

Students interested in the mechanical behavior 
of materials have the option of pursuing a joint 
major in materials science and engineering 
and mechanical engineering. The curriculum 
addresses key fundamentals of both disciplines, 
preparing students in materials selection and 
design for structural and functional applications.  
Students completing this joint major enter  
professional positions in the aerospace, auto-
motive, energy, and manufacturing industries, 
along with many others.

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses. 

2 A total of 12 upper division technical elective units 
are required. These must include 6 units of upper-
division Mechanical Engineering courses, one of 
which must be from the following list: ME 101, 
110, 119, 128, 130, 135, 142, 145, 161, or 165. In 
addition, 3 units must be from the MSE 120 series. 

Technical electives cannot include: any course taken 
on a P/NP basis; BioE 100; CS 194, 195, C195; EE 
194; IEOR 190 series; ME 191AC, 191K.
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Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL – General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Applied Computing    - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

<Optional> Freshman Seminar or E 92 (Survey Course)2   <1> <1>

Total    15-16 16-17

Sophomore Year

E 45 – Properties of Materials    3 -

EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits or   - 4
EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering 

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

ME C85 – Introduction to Solid Mechanics    - 3

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

First Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1   3-4 -

Total   14-15 15

Junior Year

E 115 – Engineering Thermodynamics     4 -

MSE 102 – Bonding Crystallography and Crystal Defects   3 -

MSE 103 – Phase Transformation and Kinetics   - 3

MSE 104 – Characterization of Materials    - 4

NE 101 – Nuclear Reactions and Radiation    4 -

NE 104 – Radiation Detection Lab    - 3

NE 150 – Introduction to Nuclear Reactor Theory    - 3

Technical Electives3    3 -

Second and Third Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1  3-4 3-4

Total   17-18 16-17

Senior Year

MSE 111 – Properties of Electronic Materials    - 4

MSE 112 – Corrosion    - 3

MSE 113 – Mechanical Behavior of Materials   - 3

MSE 130 – Experimental Materials Science    3 -

NE 120 – Nuclear Materials    4 -

NE 170A – Nuclear Engineering Design    - 3

Technical Electives3    9 -

Fourth Additional Humanities/Social Science Course   - 3-4

Total    16 16-17

Joint Major Program in Materials Science and 125-131 Units 
 Engineering and Nuclear Engineering

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses.  

Students must take one course with ethics content. 
This may be fulfilled within the Humanities/Social 
Studies (H/SS) requirement by taking one of the 
following courses: Anthropology 156B; BioE 100; 
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management 
161, 162; Geography 31; Interdisciplinary Studies 
61, 100E; International and Area Studies 105; Legal 
Studies 19AC, 100A; ME 191AC; Philosophy 2, 
104, 107; Political Science 108A; *Public Health 
116; Sociology 116, 123.*Note: Public Health 116 
will satisfy ethics but cannot be used to complete a 
Humanities/Social Science requirement.
2 NE 39 also recommended.
3 Technical electives must include at least 9 units of 
upper division NE courses and at least 3 units from 
the MSE 120 series courses.

Materials Science and 
Engineering and Nuclear 
Engineering Joint Major 
Program

The interface between materials science and 
engineering and nuclear engineering is an es-
pecially challenging and rewarding one, giving 
students in this joint major an exciting range 
of options. With a sound curriculum steeped in 
the fundamentals, the joint major program pre-
pares students to fully understand the behavior 
of materials in a reactor environment, includ-
ing their design and optimization. Students 
completing this joint major will successfully 
compete for positions in the energy sector.



52 Joint Major Program in Mechanical Engineering and  Nuclear Engineering          127-132 Units

Freshman Year    Fall Spring

Chemistry 1A and 1AL– General Chemistry or    4 - 
Chemistry 4A – General Chemistry and Quantitative Analysis

E 7 – Introduction to Applied Computing    - 4

E 10 – Engineering Design and Analysis    3 -

Mathematics 1A – Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 1B – Calculus    - 4

Physics 7A – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Reading and Composition Course from List A1   4 -

Reading and Composition Course from List B1   - 4

Total    15 16

Sophomore Year

E 28, Graphics Communication and Engineering   3 -

Mathematics 53 – Multivariable Calculus    4 -

Mathematics 54 – Linear Algebra and Differential Equations  - 4

ME 40, Thermodynamics    - 3

ME C85, Introduction to Solid Mechanics    - 3

Physics 7B – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   4 -

Physics 7C – Physics for Scientists and Engineers   - 4

Additional Humanities/Social Science Courses1   3-4 3-4

Total   14-15 17-18

Junior Year

EE 40 – Introduction to Microelectronic Circuits or   - 4
EE 100 – Electronic Techniques for Engineering 

ME 104 – Engineering Mechanics II (Dynamics)   3 -

ME 106 – Fluid Mechanics    - 3

ME 108 – Introduction to Engineering Materials   4 -

ME 109 – Heat Transfer    3 -

ME 132 – Dynamic Systems and Feedback    - 3

NE 101 – Nuclear Reactions and Radiation    4 -

NE 150 – Nuclear Reactor Theory    - 3

Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   - 3-4

Total   17-18 16-17

Senior Year

ME 102A – Experimentation and Measurement   4 -

ME 102B – Mechanical Engineering Design    - 3

ME 107 – Mechanical Engineering Laboratory   - 3

NE 104 – Radiation Detection Lab    - 3

NE 170A – Nuclear Engineering Design    - 3

Additional Humanities/Social Science Course1   3-4 -

Technical Electives2    9 3

Total   16-17 15

1 The Humanities/Social Science (H/SS) requirement 
includes two approved reading and composition 
courses and four additional approved courses, with 
which a number of specific conditions must be satis-
fied.  Reading and Composition “A” and “B” must be 
completed by no later than the end of the sophomore 
year.  The remaining courses may be taken at any 
time during the program.  See coe.berkeley.edu/hssreq 
for complete details and a list of approved courses.  

Students must take one course with ethics content. 
This may be fulfilled within the Humanities/Social 
Studies Electives requirement by taking one of the 
following courses: Anthropology 156B; BioE 100; 
Environmental Science, Policy and Management 161, 
162; Geography 31; Interdisciplinary Studies 61, 100E; 
International and Area Studies 105; Legal Studies 
19AC, 100A; ME 191AC; Philosophy 2, 104, 107; 
Political Science 108A; *Public Health 116; Sociology 
116, 123. *Note: Public Health 116 will satisfy ethics 
but cannot satisfy a Humanities/Social Science require-
ment.

2 Technical elective units include at least 6 units of 
upper-division elective Mechanical Engineering 
courses and 6 units of upper division Nuclear 
Engineering courses. 

Mechanical Engineering 
and Nuclear Engineering 
Joint Major Program

This program was established to address the 
interface between the two major fields.  It 
is intended for nuclear engineering students 
interested in mechanical design and heat 
transfer, as well as for mechanical engineering 
students who wish to further their knowledge 
of nuclear radiological systems and processes.  
Its objective is to provide students with a 
strong and competitive background in both 
majors, leading to professional careers in 
nuclear and radiation-based industries, or to 
pursue graduate study in nuclear engineering 
and other engineering disciplines or related 
fields such as medicine and physics.
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54 Additional Programs and 
Affiliated Groups

Applied Science  
and Technology  
Graduate Group
230 Bechtel Engineering Center
ast.coe.berkeley.edu

This graduate group is administered by 
the College of Engineering. The program 
has three major areas of emphasis: applied 
physics, engineering science, and mathematical 
sciences. This program awards the Doctor 
of Philosophy degree. In addition, students 
who have been admitted to the program 
may also apply for the Designated Emphasis 
in Nanoscale Science and Engineering 
(DE NSE), the emphasis (DE) in Energy, 
Science, and Technology (DE EST), and 
the newly created Designated Emphasis in 
Computational Science and Engineering (DE 
CSE). Students usually apply for the DE 
during their first or second year of study.

Faculty associated with the program are 
drawn from several departments within the 
College of Engineering, as well as from the 
Departments of Physics, Chemistry, Chemical 
Engineering, and Mathematics. Topics of 
interest include the novel properties and 
applications of nanostructures, thin films and 
interface science, microelectromechanical 
systems (MEMS), nanoscale science and 
engineering, short-wavelength coherent 
radiation, X-ray micro-imaging for the life and 
physical sciences, plasma physics and plasma-
assisted materials processing, laser-induced 
chemical processes, laser probing of complex 
reacting systems, ultrafast phenomena, particle 
accelerators, nonlinear dynamics, chaotic 
systems, numerical methods, and topics in 
computational fluid mechanics and reacting 
flows. 

Graduate research in the AS&T program  
benefits from state-of-the-art experimental 
facilities on the Berkeley campus and at the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Among these facilities are the National Center 
for Electron Microscopy, with the world’s 
highest-resolution high-voltage microscope; a 
microfabrication lab for student work involv-
ing lithography, MEMS, ion implantation, 
and thin-film deposition; an integrated sen-
sors laboratory; femtosecond laser laboratories; 
optical, electrical, and magnetic resonance 
spectroscopies; short wavelength laser and  
X-ray research laboratories; an unparalleled 
variety of material, chemical, and surface  
science analytic equipment; and a soft X-ray 
synchrotron dedicated to materials, chemical, 
and biological research based on high- 
brightness and partially coherent radiation. 
The interdisciplinary, collaborative nature of 
the AS&T Program provides ample opportunity 

to develop new research directions by making 
the best possible use of these facilities and  
the other research instrumentation available  
to AS&T faculty.

Students in the AS&T program take courses 
drawn largely from regular departments  
with the concurrence of faculty advisers. In 
addition, faculty associated with the graduate 
group offer additional courses.

Admission. The complete application,  
including transcripts, GRE scores, TOEFL 
score (if previous instruction was not in 
English), three letters of reference, and a 
statement of academic and professional goals, 
is due on December 1st for the following 
fall semester. To obtain application informa-
tion, students should contact the Applied 
Science and Technology Graduate Group, 
230 Bechtel Engineering Center #1702, 
University of California, Berkeley; Berkeley, 
CA 94720-1702; telephone: (510) 642-8790; 
email: ast.program@coe.berkeley. edu; web 
site: ast.coe.berkeley.edu.

Computational Science and 
Engineering
cse.berkeley.edu

By combining high-performance computing, 
mathematical modeling, scientific and 
engineering theory, and analysis of large scale 
data bases of observations, the Designated 
Emphasis in Computational Science and 
Engineering (DE CSE) promises to bring a 
new paradigm to interdisciplinary research 
and education. The DE will educate 
doctoral students to effectively conduct 
computationally intensive research across 
many fields of science and engineering.  
Students will be exposed to the breadth of 
research in CSE on campus and at LBNL. 
The DE, like a minor, is listed on the 
academic transcript (e.g., Ph.D. in Applied 
Science and Technology with Designated 
Emphasis in Computational Science and 
Engineering). Requirements include 3 
courses, participation in a group seminar, and 
a CSE-related thesis. For a list of participating 
programs, please visit http://cse.berkeley.edu/
admissions. For more information about the 
DE CSE, contact Professor James Demmel 
(demmel@cs.berkeley.edu), Chair of the DE 
CSE Executive Committee, 564 Soda Hall, 
#1776, University of California, Berkeley, 
Berkeley CA 94720-1776; email cse@coe.
berkeley.edu.

Center for 
Entrepreneurship & 
Technology
130 Blum Hall (East)
cet.berkeley.edu

The Center for Entrepreneurship & 
Technology (CET) is an academic center 
and industry partnership within UC 
Berkeley’s College of Engineering.  Its 
mission is to equip engineers and scientists 
with the skills to lead, innovate, and 
commercialize technology in the global 
economy.  Through teaching, programs, 
network building and research interlaced 
with strong industry participation, the Center 
teaches entrepreneurship as it relates to 
individual venture creation and to innovation 
within existing entities.  The Center for 
Entrepreneurship & Technology is the 
cornerstone and primary building block of the 
new Coleman Fung Institute for Engineering 
Leadership, launched in 2010.  Both the CET 
and the Fung Institute combine leadership 
coursework in technology innovation and 
management with intensive study in an area 
of industry specialization. 

The CET’s Undergraduate Sequence in 
Engineering Leadership, taught with the 
help of entrepreneurs, industry executives, 
and venture capitalists, combine classroom 
study with experiential learning. The CET 
undergraduate course sequence empowers 
students to become technology leaders 
through classroom and hands-on study. 
Upon completion of the sequence, a 
student may go on to start a venture, lead 
innovation within an established company, 
or pursue a professional graduate degree. 
The core courses of the sequence are IEOR 
191, Technology Entrepreneurship; IEOR 
171, Technology Leadership; and E198, 
the A. Richard Newton, Distinguished 
Innovator Lecture Series. The CET also 
offers an Engineering Leadership program 
for professionals in collaboration with UC 
Extension.  This program is specifically 
designed for rising star engineers and 
technical managers who aspire to develop 
professional skills for career advancement 

In addition to its undergraduate and 
professional programs, CET develops a 
robust ecosystem of professionals throughout 
the world who share knowledge, insight, 
and real-world experience with our students. 
The A. Richard Newton Global Technology 
Leaders Conference, sponsored by the 
Kauffman Foundation, brings together 
luminaries from a range of disciplines 
to address the world’s most significant 
challenges and to identify pathways to their 
solution. The Berkeley-Tsinghua Global 
Technology Entrepreneurship Center fosters 
innovation and entrepreneurship at both 
institutions through increased interaction and 
understanding of innovation between China 
and the United States.



Management of Technology 
Certificate Program
130 F Blum Hall East
Fung Institute

The Management of Technology Program is 
an interdisciplinary certificate program co-
sponsored by the College of Engineering and 
the Haas School of Business, offering gradu-
ate students academic courses which exam-
ine aspects of the process of bringing high 
technology products to the marketplace. By 
addressing both management and technology 
issues, MOT provides students with class-
room experience which translates to work-
place skills. To earn an MOT Certificate, stu-
dents must take at least 9 units of coursework, 
chosen from over 40 classes and workshops, 
including at least one interdisciplinary team 
project class. MOT also sponsors internships, 
fellowships and lectures. MOT course list 
and program details are found on the website: 
mot.berkeley.edu

Nanoscale Science  
and Engineering
nano.berkeley.edu/educational/ 
DEGradGroup.html

Doctoral students interested in pursuing inter-
disciplinary research focused on nanoscale 
science and engineering (NSE) may addition-
ally join the growing Designated Emphasis 
(DE) in Nanoscale Science and Engineering 
(NSE), administered by the NSE Graduate 
Group. The DE, like a minor, is listed on the 
academic transcript (e.g., Ph.D. in Mechanical 
Engineering with Designated Emphasis in 
Nanoscale Science and Engineering). Require- 
ments include one core course, two elec-
tives, participation in a group seminar, and 
a nano-related thesis. Students usually apply 
for the DE during their first or second year 
of study. For a list of participating programs, 
please visit nano.berkeley.edu. For more 
information about the NSE DE, contact the 
program coordinator Avi Rosenzweig, NSE 
Graduate Group, Berkeley Nanosciences 
and Nanoengineering Institute, 550 Sutardja 
Dai Hall #1726, University of California, 
Berkeley; Berkeley, CA 94720-1726; email: 
nanoinstitute@lists.berkeley.edu

Chemical Engineering
cheme.berkeley.edu

Studies in Chemical Engineering are offered 
only by the Department of Chemical and 
Biomolecular Engineering in the College of 
Chemistry. For information regarding the pro-
grams of study available, consult the College 
of Chemistry Guide. Inquiries may be directed 
to the College of Chemistry Undergraduate 
Advising Office (4th Floor Latimer Hall #1460) 
for undergraduate students, and to the Chemical 
and Biomolecular Engineering Graduate Office 
(201 Gilman Hall #1462) for graduate students.

In Soda Hall (above), “the building is the 
computer,” with advanced networking, wire-
less, and access to computer clusters for 
shared computing power. The building was 
designed to foster a team approach to com-
puting innovation and houses classrooms 
and labs dedicated to computer science.

t

Additional Program
s and Affiliated Groups
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Advanced Placement, 
International 
Baccalaureate, A-Level 
Exams and Transfer 
Credit.
Some of the College and University 
requirements can be satsified with 
Advanced Placement, International 
Baccalaureate and Transfer Credit.  
Below are the  tests and scores needed 
to fulfill UC Berkeley and/or College of 
Engineering requirements.

ADVANCED 
PLACEMENT CREDIT

Below are the tests and scores needed 
to fulfill UC Berkeley and/or College 
of Engineering requirements. For the 
Humanities/Social Science requirement, 
no more than two of the required six 
courses can be satisfied by AP, IB or 
A-Level exams.  There is no limit on 
the number of AP exams that can be 
used to satisfy technical requirements.

NOTE: AP credit will not be awarded 
if the test is taken after enrolling at UC 
Berkeley.

Art History AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One 
lower division Humanities/Social 
Science

Biology AP
SCORE:  4 or 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENTS FULFILLED: 
Biology 1A /1AL and Biology 1B.

Chemistry AP
SCORE: 3 or better
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: 
Chemistry 1A.  If your major requires 
Chemistry 1B, the Chemistry Depart-
ment strongly recommends enrolling in 
Chemistry 1A before taking Chemistry 
1B.

Computer Science AP
SCORE:   4 or 5 on the “A” test
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 1.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: None

SCORE:  3 on the “AB” test
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: None

SCORE:  4 or 5 on the “AB” test
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: CS 61B.   
Note: A score of 4 or 5 on this exam does 
NOT ever exempt a student from complet-
ing CS 61A; the only requirement that this 
AP exam satisfies is CS 61B. Students with 
a major that requires CS 61A must complete 
CS 61A.

Economics AP (Macro)
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units each
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED:  One lower 
division Humanities/Social science

Economics AP (Micro)
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units each
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED:  One lower 
division Humanities/Social science

English AP (Language or Literature)
SCORE:  3
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units (units will 
only be awarded for one test)
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: Entry Level 
Writing Requirement only.

SCORE:  4 or 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units (units will 
only be awarded for one test)
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: Reading and 
Composition “A”

History AP (American, European or World)
SCORE:  3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One lower 
division Humanities/Social Science for each 
exam (up to the maximum allowable of two 
AP exams.

Latin AP (Vergil and CAT/HRC)
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 each
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: None

Mathematics AP (AB Exam)
SCORE:  3 or better
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: Math 1A. 
Note: Students with a score of 3 should con-
sider taking Math 1A.

Mathematics AP (BC Exam)
SCORE: 3
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units. (The 
maximum units awarded for Math AP exams 
is 5.3. Students who pass both the AB and BC 
exams will receive 5.3 units total.)
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: Math 1A

Mathematics AP (BC Exam)
SCORE:  4,5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units (The 
maximum units awarded for Math AP 
exams is 5.3. Students who pass both the 
AB and BC exams will receive 5.3 units 
total.)
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: Math 1A 
& Math 1B.  Students with a score 4 are 
strongly advised to complete Math 1B.

Music AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: None

Physics AP (Mechanics C Exam)
SCORE:  5
UC BERKELEY UNITS:  2.7
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED:  
Physics 7A

Political Science AP (American and 
Comparative)
American Government
SCORE: 3, 4 or 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One lower 
division Humanities/Social Science

Comparative Government
SCORE: 3, 4 or 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One lower 
division Humanities/Social Science

Psychology AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One lower 
division Humanities/Social Science

Spanish, French or German Language AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units each
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: NONE

Spanish, French or German Literature AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 5.3 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: One lower 
division Humanities/Social Science

Statistics AP
SCORE: 3, 4, 5
UC BERKELEY UNITS: 2.7 units
REQUIREMENT FULFILLED: NONE

NOTE:  If a student takes a course at UC 
Berkeley (or another institution) for which 
AP credit has been awarded, this is consid-
ered a duplication of credit. The AP unit 
credit will be subject to partial or complete 
removal by the College of Engineering 
when duplication of credit is determined.

 Exam
s, Scores and Transfer Credit

The Kresge Engineering Library (left) 
contains nearly one million engineering 
print and electronic volumes, journals, and 
technical reports, as well as 250 stations for 
reading and studying.

t
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TRANSFER CREDIT 

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
determines the units of credit to be allowed 
for work successfully completed at another 
institution. Students who have questions about 
transferability of units should visit the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions in 103 Sproul Hall.  
Engineering Student Services evaluates transfer 
work in terms of subject credit (which, if any, 
requirements the courses can fulfill). 

Unit Credit

The maximum number of units which a student 
can transfer to the University from a community 
college is 70 semester units.  Students may 
receive subject credit for courses taken at 
a community college beyond the 70 unit 
maximum.

Subject Credit

For courses taken at a California Community 
College, the Assist website defines which 
(if any) requirement each course can satisfy. 
Students should use the Assist website to 
determine equivalencies for courses taken 
at California Community Colleges. Courses 
taken at 4 year institutions (including other UC 
schools) and at community colleges outside 
California must be evaluated before subject 
credit can be awarded.  To have a course 
evaluated students must provide a syllabus; 
evaluations cannot be done on the basis of 
course descriptions alone. Students bring a copy 
of the syllabus to their Engineering Student 
Services (ESS) Adviser in 230 Bechtel Hall.  
Technical classes will be evaluated by a faculty 
representative of the course in question.  

INTERNATIONAL 
BACCALAUREATE and 
A-LEVEL EXAMS

1.  IB Higher Level exams completed with 
a grade of 5, 6 or 7 (except for Physics) are 
awarded 5.3 semester units of work, unless 
completed as part of the diploma whereby a 
maximum 20 units is awarded.

2.  No credit is given for IB Subsidiary or 
Standard Level exams

3.  No duplication of credit will be given for IB, 
AP, A-level and community college credit.

4.  In order to receive subject credit for IB 
exams, students must give a copy of the exam 
scores to their Student Academic Adviser in 230 
Bechtel Hall.

International Baccalaureate Exams

EXAM NAME                                                         REQUIREMENT FULFILLED
Art/Design                                                One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Biology                                                                          Biology 1A/1AL and Biology 1B
Chemistry                                                                                                    Chemistry 1A
Computer Science                           CompSci. 61B if student completes CS 47B at UCB
Economics                                               One lower division Humanities/Social Science
English A1                                                  Entry Level Writing & Reading & Comp "A"
English A2                                                One lower division Humanities/Social Science
English B                                                                                                                  NONE
French a or A2                                          One lower division Humanities/Social Science
French B                                                                                                                   NONE
Geography                                                One lower division Humanities/Social Science
German A1 or A2                                     One lower division Humanities/Social Science
German B                                                                                                                NONE
Classical Greek                                        One lower division Humanities/Social Science
History of the Americas                         American History & Institutions, and one lower  
        division Humanities/Social Science
European History                                      One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Latin                                                          One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Math                                                                                                Math 1A and Math 1B
Music                                                        One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Philosophy                                                One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Physics                                                                                                                      NONE
Portuguese A1 or A2                                 One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Portuguese B                                                                                                           NONE
Spanish A1 or A2                                      One lower division Humanities/Social Science
Spanish B                                                                                                                  NONE
Theater                                                      One lower division Humanities/Social Science

A-LEVEL EXAMS            UNITS           REQUIREMENT FULFILLED

       Score of A (1), B (2) or C (3) is needed

Accounting   8         NONE
  (All examining boards)  

Biology    8           Satisfies Biology 1A/1AL and Biology 1B
  (Singapore Cambridge, Hong Kong, U of London, Oxford-Cambridge)

Chemistry   8   Satisfies Chemistry 1A.  Score of A (1)  
                  satisfies Chemistry 1A and 1B.

Computer Science   8     If programming language is C or C++, then it  
  (Singapore Cambridge, Assoc.                     satisfies CS 61B. Note: This exam does NOT        
  Examining Board, Oxford-Cambridge)          exempt a student from completing CS 61A.

Economics   8    One lower division Humanities/Social Science  
  (Hong Kong, U of London, Oxford-Cambridge, Singapore Cambridge)

English Literature   8                Reading and Composition “A”  
  (All examining boards)

Physics    0                                       NONE

Religious Studies   8    One lower division Humanities/Social Science  
  (All examining boards)

Math
  All Examining Boards (Maximum allowable units is 8 for Math exams.)
 Math H1   8                                    Satisfies Math 1A  
 Math H2   8               Satisfies Math 1A and Math 1B
 Math H3   8               Satisfies Math 1A and Math 1B
 Pure Math  8               Satisfies Math 1A and Math 1B
 Further Math  8               Satisfies Math 1A and Math 1B
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College of Engineering
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(510) 642-5771

Engineering Student Services 
(Undergraduate): 
230 Bechtel Hall #1702 
(510) 642-7594

Engineering Student Services (Graduate): 
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Instructional Units
Applied Science and Technology  

Graduate Group, 
 230 Bechtel Engineering Center #1702 

ast.coe.berkeley.edu
Bioengineering
 306 Stanley Hall #1762 

bioeng.berkeley.edu
Bioengineering Graduate Group,  

306 Stanley Hall #1762 
bioegrad.berkeley.edu

Civil and Environmental Engineering,  
760 Davis Hall #1710 (Graduate  
Admissions, 750 Davis Hall #1714) 
www.ce.berkeley.edu 

Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Sciences, 231 Cory Hall #1770 (Graduate 
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eecs.berkeley.edu

Engineering Science,
 230 Bechtel Engineering Center #1702  

coe.berkeley.edu/engsci
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Research, 4141 Etcheverry Hall #1777 
ieor.berkeley.edu

Materials Science and Engineering,  
210 Hearst Memorial Mining  
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Mechanical Engineering, 
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Nuclear Engineering, 
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(GrAD) Program 
230 Bechtel Engineering Center 
coe.berkeley.edu/bpi/grad

Graduate Division 
Third Floor, Sproul Hall #5900 
grad.berkeley.edu

Housing and Dining Services 
2610 Channing Way #2272  
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Summer Undergraduate Program in 
Engineering Research at Berkeley 
(SUPERB)

 230 Bechtel Engineering Center #1702
Transportation Engineering, see Civil and 

Environmental Engineering, Institute of 
Transportation Studies

Other Information Sources
General Catalog, Berkeley 

May be purchased from the Cal Student 
Store, Attn: Mail Order Department, 
University of California, Berkeley; 
Berkeley, CA 94720-4504 
catalog.berkeley.edu  
(510) 642-9000 or (800) 766-1596

Schedule of Classes 
Available online only; go to 

 schedule.berkeley.edu
EECS Undergraduate Notes 

A copy may be obtained online at 
eecs.berkeley.edu/Programs/Notes/newcur-
ric-notes.html

EECS Graduate Notes 
eecs.berkeley.edu/Gradnotes/ 
grad.notes.html

UC Berkeley home page: 
berkeley.edu
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Access to Student Records
To implement the University Policy 
Governing Disclosure of Information to 
Students and Access to Student Records, 
the Engineering Student Services Office has 
established the following procedures, applica-
ble to former students, as well as to students  
currently enrolled.

Public Records

Inquiries made in person or by phone will 
be answered only in case of clear necessity. 
Unless specifically requested by the student 
not to do so, the following information is 
considered public and will be provided to 
individuals upon written request: verifica-
tion of registration; major; date of admission, 
attendance, graduation, or proposed date of 
graduation; honors and scholarships received.

Confidential Records

The following information in the student’s 
file and maintained by the Engineering 
Student Services Office is considered confi-
dential and will be released only pursuant to 
the procedures which follow:

1. Office of the Registrar’s Dean’s Card
2. Correspondence to, about, and  
 from student    
3. Scholarship action, recommendations,  
 and grants-in-aid information  
4. Student photograph 
5. Degree check 
6. Student Information Card      
7. Transcripts from other schools attended,   
 including high school 
8. Copies of petitions 
9. Work slips       
10. Medical excuses 
11. Notes of interviews with deans and  
 curriculum advisers 
12. Records of telephone calls
13. Curriculum questionnaire
14. Semester evaluations by Office of  
 the Registrar
15. Copy of admission application and essay
16. Copy of educational test scores
17. Engineering study-list  

Effective September 1974, records of engi-
neering graduates are maintained for five 
years after graduation. After that date, only 
items 1 to 5 will be retained. Records of  
inactive students are maintained for five  
years starting from last date of enrollment. 
After five years, only items 1 to 12 will be 
retained. Semester grade reports and dean’s 
cards from the Office of the Registrar for 
enrolled students are replaced when updated 
copies are received.

Access to Records

The following staff personnel have access  
to student records: staff of the Engineering 
Student Services and Dean’s Offices, 
Engineering deans, faculty of the college, and 
the ombudspersons. Other campus personnel 
have access to records on a need-to-know 
basis determined by Engineering Student 
Services. 

Procedures for Access to Records

By Student. Students will be given an 
appointment to review their records after 
written request. No more than two working 
days will be required to provide the records 
for review. Letters of recommendation dated 
before January 1, 1975, are not subject to 
disclosure.

A page charge of $.25 per copy will be 
assessed for material duplicated from the  
student records. Material will be duplicated 
at the time of the request, if it can be done 
without delaying service to others. Otherwise, 
the students will be given a time to return for 
their copies, within two days from the time of 
the request.

By Third Party. Access to records by a third 
party (other than those listed under Access 
to Records above) is available only with the 
written consent of the student. Information 
may be released in case of emergency without 
the consent of the student (for example, by 
judicial order), to accrediting organizations, 
in case of health and safety emergencies, or 
for research purposes. For additional informa-
tion about such disclosures, consult the print-
ed directive, Policy Governing Disclosures of 
Information from Student Records, available 
upon request.

The form delegating the student’s authority to 
release information is available at the desk of 
each staff member. The third party to whom 
information is made available must also com-
plete a form which is available at the desk of 
each staff member and which requires date, 
reason for review of record, and signature. 
Furthermore, the third party must also agree 
that information received must not be given 
to another party without written consent of 
the student.

Challenge and Hearing. A staff member of 
Engineering Student Services will explain 
information in a student’s record upon 
request. If the student believes that the record 
is in error or misleading, an appointment will 
be made with the associate dean. If, after that 
appointment, the student is still not satisfied 
with the explanation, an appeal may be made 
to the dean of the College of Engineering. If 
after these appointments the matter is still not 
resolved, a further appeal may be made to an 
ombudsperson.

Challenge of grades and evaluation of student 
work is not within the scope of the hearing.

Nondiscrimination 
Statement
The University of California, in accordance 
with applicable Federal and State law and the 
University’s nondiscrimination policies, does 
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, religion, sex (including sexual 
harassment), gender identity, pregnancy/
childbirth and medical conditions related 
thereto, disability, age, medical condition 
(cancer-related), ancestry, marital status,  
citizenship, sexual orientation, or status as  
a Vietnam-era veteran or special disabled  
veteran. This nondiscrimination statement 
covers admission, access, and treatment in 
University programs and activities. It also 
covers faculty (Senate and non-Senate) and 
staff in their employment.

The Campus Climate and Compliance (CCAC) 
office may be contacted regarding discrimina-
tion issues. Sexual or racial harassment, hostile 
environment, LGBT, hate or bias issues may 
be directed to Nancy Chu, Director and Title 
IX/VI Compliance Officer, at tixco@berkeley.
edu or (510) 643-7985. Disability issues may 
be directed to the Disability Resolution Officer 
at ecs@berkeley.edu or (510) 642-2795. More 
information may also be found at ccac.berke-
ley.edu.

The Jeanne Clery Act
The University of California Police 
Department at Berkeley maintains an annual 
campus safety report in compliance with the 
Jeanne Clery Act. It includes the year’s cam-
pus crime statistics, information about safety 
services, crime prevention strategies, emer-
gency preparedness guidelines, and more. For 
a copy of this report, Safety Counts, please 
contact the University of California Police 
Department, Berkeley, by phone at (510) 642-
6760 or email at police@berkeley.edu. You 
can also download a PDF of Safety Counts at 
police.berkeley.edu/safetycounts.

Photo Credits
Alsak Raanes: page 5 (bottom); UC Berkeley 
Concrete Canoe Team: page 7; Cindy 
Manly-Fields: page 10; Terry Johnson: page 
13 (middle); Peg Skorpinski: pages 12, 18 
(top), 20, 24 (top); Aaron Walburg: page 20 
(bottom); David Attwood: page 29; Rachel 
Shafer: page 30 (top); Institute of Industrial 
Engineers, UC Berkeley: page 30 (bottom); 
Michelle Lew: page 33 (middle); Materials 
Science and Engineering Association: page 
33 (top and bottom); UC Berkeley Solar 
Car Team: page 38 (bottom); UC Berkeley 
Human Powered Vehicle Team: page 39; 
Robert Canfield, courtesy of Zimmer Gunsul 
Fresca, Architects: page 46; Clifton Coleman: 
page 56 P
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